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(C)Table 2-1 Collection Assets Availablefor Pacific Broad Ocean Area (BOA) Activities in 1960

Service Collection Platforms 
Army One ESGM) transportable TELINT system (usually deployed to 

,Johnston Island) 
One ARPA-ARGMA C-130 aircraft 

Navy Two A3D-2Q aircra
Two "WV-2Q aircraf

One DER (Radar "Picket 
One Special Platform

Ship"
PL 86-36/50 

Air Force One RB-47 
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PL 86-36/50 ft 
USC 3605 t I 

(U) Chapter· 2 
The SPACOJ., Plan and DEFSMAC

(Early 1960s) 

(UJ Management Actions under the New ment/industry group to develop standards for 
DoD ELINT Directive signal demodulation and analog production tech

niques and equipment.' 
(S) InMarch 1960, on behalf of the communi

ty, NSA prepared a joint "progrci::s report" to OSD (S) DuringDuring 1960 coordination of all-source 
conceming the status of the transition of ELINT collection against Soviet missile and space activi

• responsibilities to NSA. The portion addressing ties in the Pacific Ocean area improved consider
telemetry made the following points/actions. ably, with NSA Pacific (NSAPAC) performing a 

coordinating role for S1GlNT · · · ffort 
-Est NSA had tasked the Air Force with pro was · own by the covernam 

cessing and analysis for missile, sate11ite, and he covername for the SIGINT
space probe teJemehy, and had tasked the Army : nent. These were later changed lo : • _ • 
with processing and analysis of beacon and !f Requirements had been 

• selected telemetry signals. NSA had redirected its out 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605

me y t e Critical Collection Priorities 
I 

effort, with ,JPL contractor support, to perfmm Committee of the United States Intelligence 
• analysis on Soviet and space probe telemetry, and Board. Table 2-1 shows some of the collection 

was continuing to develop processing and report platforms. 
ing effort for encrypted telemetry. 

(C) There were also fixed and mobile Army, 
(S) Inaddition, NSA had created a processing Navy, and Air Force COMINT assets. USAFSS 

coordination group to exchange technical data and NSA provided technical support from 
and eliminate unnecessary duplication of effort. .Johnston Island and NSG and NSA at the Navy 
This group soon became the Telemetry and station at Wahiawa, Hawaii. Tip-off of impending 
Beacon Analysis Committee, or TEBAC. As part of events was usually done through encrypted Navy 
this effort, NSA had created an ad hoc govern-

_ with 
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HF broadcasts from Hawaii, i.e., the 
broadcast." 

PL 86-36/50 

operatmg from Shemya and CL -2 

aircraft telemetry co1lection mission) from 
Incirlik Air Base in Adana, Turkey, and Peshawar, 
Pakistan. There were fourteen U-2 flights flown
from Adana along the Soviet border in 1959 
alone. On a flight along the Soviet-Iranian border 
in 1959, one of the first U-2 flights was successful 
in intercepting telemetry from a Soviet ICBM 
during first-stage flight. 

tests were the '"picket" ships that formed the 
ocean part of the Distant Early Warning (DEW) 
line of radars across the northern U.S., Canada, 
and Greenland. For DEW line support these ships 
came under the command of the Barrier Pacific 
Command (COMBARPAC); when supporting col
lection against Soviet IC8M test firings, they were 
subordinate to the Pacific Fleet COMPACFLT 
under the covernam • 

PL 86-36/50 USC The U.S. Navy Destroyer 
Escott - Radar (DER) ships involved were the 
USS Newell, USS Wilmlwite, the USS Lansing, 
USS Savage, and USS Vance. 

(S) Fig. 19. The WV 2Qalso

named EC 1--:1 Super
Constellation . . 

aircraft at Johnston (5/.:1nd In 

1960. The SHF radar antenna

was modified to actas an 5/--!F 

intercept antenna for telemetry

(U//FOUO) Fig. 20. One of the ARPA-ARGMA C-130 aircraft at Johnston Island in 1960 

(U//FOUO) Parl of the mant1me assets 
included in Pacific Ocean deployments to collect 
intelligence from Soviet ICBM extended range 

(S) In the southern European/Asian area, an 
R8-57F aircraft flew under operational control of 
the Navy with Army technical support, code-
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Problem" as a result of the ne\,,. NSA responsibil
ities in ELINT. One of these efforts was a study by 

of the R4 (Research) organiza
tion 111 1961 reviewing telemetry processing and 
analysis activities with a view toward highlighting 
additional activities that might/should be per
formed in the R&D area. As described by PL

The Soviet telemetry problem is a

sprawling and articulated complex of 

COMINT and ELINT activities,agencies, 

equipment, and programme (sic), whichhich 

(U) The First Major General Collection
Systems 

(C) In early 1960 NSA became aware that two 
satellite tracking stations with forty-foot <lish 
antennas being built for ARPA by Collins Radio in 
Dallas, Texas, would not be needed for the U.S. 
satellite program and could be made available to 
the intelligence community. NSA had the systems 
modified to cover anticipated Soviet telemetry 
frequencies, and these became the BANKHEAD I 
system at Peshawar, to be operated by AFSS: and 
BANKHEAD 11 at Chitose, Japan, to be operated 
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named rhe equipment has, since 1957 mushroomed into a

was not manne in t e usua sense, but con major NSA undertaking. 

trolled by the navigator. It initially flew from 
Turkey against KYMTR activity, but in the micl- (S) The study noted that at least four to six 
196os flew from Peshawar against the top priori major NSA PROD organizations were involved in 
ty Sary Shagan Soviet ABM testing site. NSA collection and processing of telemetry signals, 
provided overall operational and technical and three NSA R&D organizations were involved 
SIG INT guidance through ASA.3 in developing equipment for telemetry collection 

and processing. (Soon there would be four R&D 
(S)Meanwhile, back at NSA, various organi organizations when R6 was formed to implement 

zations became involved with the "Telemetry the SPA.COL program.) 

(C) Fig. 21. An RB 57 PL 86-36/50 use 3605 
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by ASA. These were to he installed in the summer of 
1961, but this was delayed until early 1962, and the 
systems did not become operational until 1963. 

elemetry data from 
ICBM lest launches. Dr .. James A. Donnelly, later a 
senior executive at NSA, was a key pmticipant in 
establishing BANKHEAD I in 1963 and in guiding 
the early o erations there. He had the foresi ht to 

(C)The U.S. tenure in Pakistan, and any ability 
to expand operations, was always in queslion, even 
though a ten-year lease for the site was part of the 
1959 mutual assistance pact between Pakistan and 
the U.S. 

N//X1 X6

(U) F,g. 23. VHF "low band antenna

(C//NF) Fig. 24.. SHF high band antenna At that

time the BANKHEAD I collection equipment was

integrated but some of the telemetry processing was

done in the U.S. exclusion area.

: i. . Fig. 22 An artists's concept of 

the BANKHEADI compound 

(C) Fig. 25. The initial BANKHEAD II facility

at Chitose
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(S) Fig. 26. A modified NLQ 19 system
next to the Arctic that .1:, the
other ASA telemetry ·, collection in systems

An ESGM VH1 Yagiantenna.. tothe

right by the EGM systems
Shemya had beenupgraded

(U//FOUO) fig. Artists concept of the

upgraded ESGM system that was installedat

Shenya 1962

(C) Other ground site collection continued 
 

t I • 
1.4(c) 
1.4(c) 

1.4(c) •• ' 
.. • -

ad

• • 1.4(c} 

from Turkey, Iran, and Alaska. In 1960 ASA h
arranged for EDL to move an MLQ-19 missile 
jamming system to Shemya to be used in a "pas
sive" mode as a telemetry collector.5 

(S) /REL USA, UK) frank Lewis informed 
GCHQ of NSA telemetry collection plans in May 

of 1961 at a UKUSA systems conference and 
described the effort in progress. GCHQ later 

(lJ) Land-Based Collection 

E5t By 1962 the Soviets had launched eight 
satellites in the Cosmos series. Six of these were 
from Kapustin Yar that were not recoverable, and 
two from Tyuratam that were deorbited and 
recovered by the Soviets. CIA postulated that the 
ones from Kapustin Yar were probably scientific, 

• • 
(S)One aspect of this was the collection and 

processing of signals from those Soviet satellites 
that carried humans. The Soviet manned space 
program was not only of scientific interest, but 
was a military threat as well. Major Yuri Gagarin, 
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of the Soviet Air Force, was launched into orbit on 
the VOSTOK-1 lli 

ase on e ana ysis o e e 
Soviets had used when they put two canines into 
orbit) put the U.S. intelligence community in a 
position to anticipate the television signal and 
keep the U.S. directly informed of his actions. 

(S) When Gagarin's initial orbit was over the 
Pacific, the satellite-to-ground television signal at 
83 MHz that focused on his activities inside the 
space capsule was intercepted both by the ASA 

, Alaska, and by the ASA 
acility at Helemano, Oahu, 

-{S) The 83 MHz signal had first been inter
cepted in August 1960 by an AFSS site in Turkey 
and later by the CIA EGGSHELL site in Iran. The 
office of Collection and Signal Analysis and R&E 
engineers developed signal demodulation equip
ment that was sent to Hawaii and Alaska in antic
ipation of the use of the 83 MHz signal for space 
flight by the 
the signal. 1.4(c) 

n • • • I 
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(U) In the late 1950s, N.C. "Nate" Gerson of 
the NSA R/D organization studied ways of 
increasing the reception of prelaunch and launch 
reception of VHF telemetry signals, particularly 
from Tyuratam. Bob Alde, of the then Research 
and Development (RADE) Group, had encour
aged Nate by the comment "One good intercept is 
worth $5M." As Nate recorded in an unclassified 
report in 1998: 

meteorological ducting, antipodal prop

agation and meteor scatter. The occur

rence of each phenomenon depended 

upon location, time of day, month of the 

year, and often time in the solar cycle. 

Because of their different physical ori

gins, their properties, statistics, and cli

matology were different. However. 

when present they could be exploited for 
SIGINT. 'While each method provided 

some potential for intercept, few of them 

provided continuous or reliable cover

age when needed. It was ... essential to 
recognize their Iimitations.12 

(U) Sea-Based Collection 

To attack the problem I first examined 

natural causes that allowed proposition 

over extended ranges: sporadic E clouds 
at 110 Ian allowed extended ranges to 

1,500-1,000 km; transequatorial propa

gation allowed 7,ooo-1i,ooo km ranges 

north-south via the ionosphere layer; 

high solar activity raised the upper fre

quency support limit of the ionosphere 

to 40-50 MHz for distances to 4,000 km. 
Other possibilities are auroral ioniza

tion, magnetic channeling (for VHF), 

(S) Some Military Sea Transport Ships 
(MSTS) USNS Valdez and USNS Robinson were 
converted for SIGINT use and manned by Naval 
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Security Group and Army Security Agency opera USS Perry, USS Berry, USS McMorris, and USS 
tors. Along with the USS Liberty, the ships were Jones) with missile intelli ence collection sen
used to cover Soviet ESV operations associated sors· these were called later 

PL 86-36/50 USC platf
Destroyer Escort ships t

with the Soviet Space Event Support Ships orms an rep ace the 
(SSESS) off the coast of Africa. One of these ships hat had been doing limit
intercepted telemetry from the re-entry phase of ed RADINT collection against Soviet Pacific 
a Soviet ESV manned by Cosmonaut Titov in ocean missile test firings.15 
1961.14 

(U) Airborne Collection 
(S) In 1963 the U.S. Advanced Missile Range 

Instrumentation Ship (ARIS) USS Timberhitch, (S) Since all of the signals used for Soviet 
provided with temporary equipment shelters and telemetry transmission were "line-of-sight" sig
manned by ASA personnel, operated until the nals, U.S.-sponsored ground- or sea-based sites 
Robinson returned to the Pacific area in mid- were not entirely able to collect the critical launch 
1963. Thus began a long stretch of using U.S. mis phase telemetry from missile and space launches, 
sile test range ships for collection of telemetry or later the re-entry /impact telemetry from mis
and other types of missile intelligence collection. siles. Typically, aircraft collection was needed for 
JCS called this the ELEVENTH FATHOM pro the "first stage" and the "reent1y" phases, and 
gram. radar or infrared data were also necessary to 

obtain the full information needed by U.S. intelli
(S) These ships were soon replaced by the gence customers, particularly those involved in

Arnold and the Vandenberg ARIS ships. The designing U.S. missile defense systems. 
USN also outfitted four destroyer escorts (the 

(U//FOUO)FOUO Fig. 29. An SHF tracking antenna that was part of the equipment installed on the Valdez
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(S) Fig.Fig. 30. Two RASTAS{the Sylvania-EDL pro/ed name) antenna systems, 
one of which was installed on the ill-fatedUSS Liberty · 

(S) The "line-of-sight" limitations of ground
or sea-based collection platforms drove the 
requirement for airborne collection. Several plat
forms were configured for telemet1y collection, 
but successful collection usually depended on 
COMINT warning of missile and satellite launch 
activity that indicated when to fly the aircraft. In
flight receptionof U.S. encrypted broadcasts 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605givingthe status of Soviet launches 
often allowed these airborne platforms to be at 
the right place at the right time. 

(S)Some of the early efforts included Navy 
P4M and P2V aircraft, which had two propeller 
and two jet engines with tailored equipment con
figurations. The first of these flew in 1957.16 

wasa SAC EB-47E (TI), also 
called • • flying from Adana, Turkey, 
along e Soviet ranian border; and by the early 
1960s had signal recognizers for the VHF 
PPM/ AM signals and for the Soviet missile track
ing radars which contained a transponded signal 
from the missile to give the Soviets more accurate 
trajectory information. PL 86-36/50 USC 3605
flew primarily against ITMTR events and had a 
restricted flight path since it was a "bomber" air
craft and was carefully monitored b the Soviets. 
Also in the mid-196os, • • 1 ircraft flew 

I 

from Wheelus AB in Libya against re-entry of 
Soviet manned space flights and from Hickam · 
AFB in Hawaii and Wake Island against Soviet 
ICBM re-entries in the Pacific Ocean. One of the 
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PL 86-36/50 
aircraft crashed while landing at 

Adana, Turkey, because of high crosswinds.17 

(S) TheEB-47s had a limited technical capa
bility, e.g., the antennas were on only one side of 
the aircraft, they had altitude limitations, and 
they had to fly conservative Fli ht rofiles along

border. In general 
did not often collecf any earlyy "First 

stage powered flight telemetry from TTMTR 
launches a proposalA proposal to replace the EB-47
with a a re-engined RB57F that could fly at 
• in increased altitude came from the Air Force in 
1965 bul was turned down by Dr. Eugene Fubini, 

the Pentagon gatekeeperat DDR&E, since the 
U.S. Navy aircraftwas just coming into 
the inventory with similar characteristics. '8 

that allowed altitudesRB57F had 
improved engines th udes up to 
60,000 feet, was• ni pilots, and 
was codenamed ASA and con-
tractors provide 0groun suppo and telemetry 
processing. (The government of Pakistan 
required that these aircraft be flown by Pakistani 
pilots, which added another variable to the collec
tion efforts.) This platform had 1 MHz bandwidth 
recording tapes. One of the aircraft, as well as the 
U.S. crew, was lost on a flight from Adana in 1966, 
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possibly when the pilot's oxygen supply failed. 
l 
t 
 

1.4(c) 

{S.) Engineers considered using missiles or 

el
n
en

gun-launched projectiles launched from Turkey 

The telemetry collection missions were not w
loved by the pilot and navigator/equipme
"operator" since they had to stay on pure oxygen
for an hour · 
fli ht itself. 

(S) Navy A3D SEABRlNE/FARMTEAl'vI air
craft flew from Adana and Peshawar. Still later, in 
the early 1960s Navy EA3B SEABRINE aircraft 
would fly in the Atlantic and Pacific areas, again 
manned by ASA SIGINT operators supervised by 
a Navy "evaluator." ASA called the effort FARM 
TEAM. All flights from Pakistan ceased during 
and after the 1965 war beh-veen Pakistan and 
India.

launch piggy-back satellites on U.S. 
space launches; one called SIVET 
(named after pioneer collector Charles 
Tevis - SIVET being Tevis spelled back
wards) to see if telemetry could be at 
least recognized and recorded on 50 kHz 
bandwidth (the maximum then available 
on these packages) recordings and 

to produce cesium clouds that could possibly 
reflect telemetry from KYMTR firings. This plan 
(Project BROADBENT) was never implemented 
because of the political considerations of firing a 
missile (albeit vertically) close to the USSR. 
Several other forms of "unusual" signal propaga
tion modes were studied and tested. Nate Gerson 
in R/D at NSA did many of these studies.

· relayed back to the U.S. in order to "ver
d h 

1.4(c) 
inst;il

ope

SECREWNOF

l

ra

O

(U//FOUO) Fig. 33. The antenna and payload were 

lled in the former bomb bay. The Navy and ASA 

ted the equipment, supported by Sylvania-EDL.
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(U)An NSA Pla,1 h'merges to flesh out the plan, arrange for developing the 
systems, and achieve an operc1tional capability by 

'tSi During early 1960 production organiza 1965. 
tions (primaiily COSA and GENS) started review
ing intelligence requirements and making longer {5' The U.S. intelligence objectives (included 
range collel'lion plans. It soon became apparent in tl1c SSSPB study) against space targets for the 
other NSA elements and skills were required mid-196os were as follows: 
to develop a comprehensive plan. NSA adopted 
the usual solution to a complex management and First priority - Scniet actMtics in and 
technical problem - form a committee, in this 1-elating to space which contribute siKnif• 
case the Spat'e Surveillance SIGINT Planning icuntly to. or arc indicath·c or. Scn.iel mil• 
Board (SSSPB). TI1e committee approach was itary capabilities. 
NSA's first large effort at an across-the-board, 
end-Lo-end "system" planning effort (collection, t) Space ,,efllcle 'Aith a wea1,on dcli\'el")· 
proct~ssing, deployment, manning, trainit1g, capability 
logistic suppot't, etc.) and - best of all - it worked! a) Re<.-onnai.'isance. wcalhcr, '-'Ommuni

c:ation, EC-M. ELINT, gcodeNy, and 
ffij Although compiling an overall plan today ml\igaticm satellites 

sounds as if itshould have been an obvious move, 3) Maneu\'erahle ,·chicles, whether 
remem~er that until NSA was faced with this new manned or not 
form of SIG INT it had been relatively easy to just 4) SpaL-e platforms 
"'add-on" to conventional COMINT, mostly HF, 5) Space order-of-battle im-entol")· 

and ELINT conventional sites/systems as new 
signal types emerged. Sec.-ond Priority - SO\iet e~-plnitatinn or 

is, The study was chaired by Guy Stephens. 
Group members included Walter G. Deely (later
de pu • director for information security); 
PL soon to he appointed chief of R6, the 

ce o ACOL Management, which would 
implement the new systemsrecommended by the 
study); systemsalready responsible for 
the BANKHF..AD I and II systems); Melville ,J. 
Boucher from GENS Oate1· a key manager in 
the Group A missile/spaceorganization); and 
• nd Thomas Dewey from R/D, PL 86 36/50 USCdeveloped processing systems 
for missile/space telemet1y applications. 

~ The SSSPB completed a draft plan in May 
1961 and in December a new office - R6 - was 
formed i11 R&D. The original title was to be the 
Office of SPACOL Management, but was changed 
to Office of Special Program Management" to 
protect the word SPACOL, considered CONFI
DENTIAL in the early years. The new office was 

space for scientific and psychological 
purposed to include 

t) Biological probes and satellites

2) Manned space vehicle 
3) Lunar planetary Probes (manned and 

unmanned)

(S) The requirements were straightforward, 
but the USAF and NORAD (North American Air 
Defense Command, today part of the USAF Space 
Command) imposed a timeliness requirement on 
analysis and reporting of some of the data that 
·was in many cases impossible to meet, given the 
state of the art in signal tracking. telemetry analy
sis and communications at that time. These 
requirements, however, drove the system design 
to do as much processing and reporting as possi
ble at the point of intercept. 25

(S)Ai1other problem in getting the program 
started was posed by the DoD resource manager, 
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te cmetry system at Asmara, Ethiopia. was soon joined 
USAF, who became 

manager. 

1.4(c) 

1.4(c) 

mg an initial operating capability in early 1965. 
The BANKHEAD Ill (HIPPODROME) system 
ended up costing over $7 million; STONEHOUSE 
cost over $8 million. Each of the U.S.-managed 
sites was expected to require about 100 people to 
operate, including several contract technical and 
engineering representa tives, an 
NSA ''ex ert" telemetrv · na s
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BANKHEAD Ill and STONEHOUSE were to be 
operated by the Army Security Agency, s ince they 
already had field stations in those locations. 
Planning was deferred for the BANKHEAD IV 
system pl anned for Alaska. As it happened, the 
planned second and third STONEHOUSE si tes 
were not funded at this point (and in fact never 

1.4(c) got funded or built). Contracts for 

and STONEHOUSE were in place in 1963 and for 
BANKHEAD III by early 1964. 

1.4(c) 

Deputy Director of Defense Research and (U) implementation

Engineering - DDR&E- Dr. Eugene Fubini . Only 
after many reviews and questions did he approve (U//FOUO) Fortunately, in parallel with
the approach but stipulated that NSA could have development of the TDP, NSA R&D had EDL 
a total of only $40M instead of the approximate complete a design approach for "example" missile 
ly $8oM estimated in the draft plan. Based on and .satellite SPACOL sites. EDL was uniquely 
the fiscal "guidance" from Dr-. Fubini, the ''final " qualified to do this study because they were one of 
SSS Technical Development Plan (TOP) was the few industrial organizations involved in pro
completed in September 1962; and he released cessing and analyzing Soviet missile and space 
the funding for the program that October.26 telemetry at that time and had built many of the 

existing collection equ ipmen t configurations 
fflj Now approved and funded, lhe TDP called already in the field. 

for establishing a BANKHEAD Ill (soon to be 
called HIPPODROM , 

eep space 



-----------------------------
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(tB In parallel with the EDL "BANKHEAD" 

E&.l On
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study was one called STONEBANKS being done 
by Western Development Laboratories (WDL) on 
collection against "deep space" probes. This sys
tem required significantly larger antenna sizes 
and different equipment configurations for use 
against Soviet planetary signals and distance tar
gets. 

 major change from the SSS TDP was 
that a 150-foot dish system, 

•• I l 
• would have to be added to the 

p anned 85-foot antenna at STONE
order to have enough antenna gain to 
 Soviet lunar deep space signal at 183 
e probes arrived at Mars (the Soviet 
bes) or at the moon (the Soviet Lunik 

(S) The additional two contem
plated STONEHOUSE facilit ies were 

• • Ieted . • mlI'tn, . • h • 

.4(c) 

T ese were used in 
ater years part time to obtain a por
ion of the data that would have been 
 the other STONEHOUSE-type facili

ties. 

(S) A new site, at a nearby hilltop location 
close to the main compound at ASA Field Station 
Sinop, was selected for the BANK.HEAD 111 facil
ity, and given the name HIPPODROME. The ini 
tial installation was completed in 1966. The 

(UI/FOVO) Fig. 36. (left) The STONEHOVSE site during system installation
(U//FOUO) Fig. 37. The completed facility in 1965 
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(U) Fig. 38. The BANKHEAD Ill 
system as installed circa 1966 

ranges ilnci other functionsperformed by the system 

BANKHEAD III system contract was awarded to 
LTV Electrosystems in Greenville, Texas. 

(U) Collection Opc,.ations Coordination
Takes Shape

(S) The NSA SIGINT Missile Analysis Center 
(SMAC), spearheaded by Joseph P. Burke, was 
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formed as A41 in 1963 based on a plan distributed such an expansion of the analytic functions of 
in August of 1962. The plan called for fewer than FMSAC appeared to duplicate functions already 
twenty "high s peed '' (100 words/minule) being performed within ClA and DoD. Fubini 

OPSCOMM circuits, and estimaled a total initial suggested ClA should hold any such expansion in 
cos t , including construrtion , of less tlrnn abeyance until the DoD study was completed and 
$2:SQ,000, a rather modesl beginni ng. The w::itch the results furnish ed to CIA. He note<l that 
cente r was to be supported by a "SlGTRACK'' $ 150M and over 5 ,000 DoD personnel were pro
ephemeris-processing center to process special grammed to support missi le and space intelli
t racking data. SMAC ended up with OPSCOMMs gence activities in the FY-64 program. 
to sixteen collection faciliti es and customers.::8 

-f.9-) The Do D study, completed on 20 February 
-fst In late 196;) CL-:-\ formed the Foreign 1964, recommended that the secretmy of defense 

Missile and Space Analysis Center (FlVISAC) to establish a Defense SMAC organization that com
pull together CIA coordination of collection and bined DIA and NSA responsibililies.:-'0 Also al 
analysis/interpretation of da ta concerning mis tha t lime. Don Borrrnann, assigned to th e 
si les and space. Carl E. Ducke tt , a missile expert Intelligence Community Staff, became aware of 
previously nl Redstone Arse nal, was named first the formation of CIA's FMSAC and recommend
direc tor. FMSAC was disestabli shed in 1973 when ed to the NSA Deputy Director for Operations 
its :rnal)tic functions were merged into the Office {then Major General ,John ,J . Davis, USA) that 
of Scientific Intelligence (OSI) at CIA."'> NSA form a FMSAC-like organization to coordi

nate DoD missi le and space collection assets. 
{S+ Also in late 1963, DoD senior officials felt Bornnann and Colonel Max Mitchell , USA}', from . 

that fmther improvements were needed within DIA drafted the DEFSMAC charter. 
the department for manageme nt a nd coordina
tion of foreign telemetry collection and process
ing. On 25 September Roswell Gilpatric, depuly 
secreta ry of defense, tasked Dr. Eugene G. 
Fubini, assistant secre tary of defense for DR&E, 
and DIA. director Lieutenant General .Joseph F.
Carrol l USAF, jointly to review DoD manage
ment of missile and space inte lligence activities
with DoD Directive 5105.28 as a reference. 

(S) Gilpatric had previously discussed this 
topic with DCI ,John McCone, who sent a le tter 
back to Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNam ara on November 26, 1963, noting he 
had already formed FMSAC. to have primary
responsibi lity for all-source collation a nd analy
sis of Soviet missile and space firings. McCone 
noted that the fo rmation of FMSAC could pres
ent an opportunity for it to become the U.S. task
ing authority for U.S. collection resources. 

(S)On 19 December 1963, Dr. Fubini replied 
to the deputy dircrtor of Central Intelligence that 

(S) Fig . 40. The watch center" area in 

Defense/SMAC. circa 1966 
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(S) Defense/ SMAC was formed under DoD 
Direective S-5I00-43 dated April 27, 1964, 
"Defense Special Missile and Astronautics 
Center"" with "intelligence" reporting responsibil-
ities (as opposed lo SIG INT "information'' report
ing done by NSA). DIA assigned twenty-three bil
letsto the organization. NSA assigned eighty-one, 

(S) Fig. 41 The Defense/SMAC tracking" arc.1 
some of the OPSCOMMs to NORAD and to some 

of the collection sites (1966) 

.•- . 

most of which were already filled by previously 
established NSA SMAC and "SIGTRACK"contin
gents. Charles C. Tevis from NSA was named 
director, and Colonel Max Mitchell, USAF, from 
DIA was appointed deputy director a few months 
later. Charles L Gordon was named chief of the 
A41 (SMAC Division) that provided the NSA peo-

ple and adm inistrative arrangements 011 

beha lf of NSA.31

(S) Key functions and responsibilities 
described in the OoD Directive were as fol
lows: 

1. Twenty-four-hour surveeillance of for

eign missileand space activities

2. Tasking and technical control of all 

DOD intelligence collection activiities

directed against foreign missile and 

space activities

3. technical support, including tip-off. to

all DOD missile and space intelligence

collection activities and to assistthem in 

the performance of their respectivei, ,. mis-

sions

4.Current analysis and reporting of

foreign missile and space events

based on data collected by DOD

missile and space' intelligence collect

tion aclh ities and received at

Defense/SMAC up to 72 hours after

the event

(S) Fig.. 42. The UNIVAC 490 in the basement of NSA that was

(U//FOUO) Lieutenant General
,Joseph F. Carroll, USAF, signing as 
director, DIA, with Lieutenant General 
Gordon A. Blake, USAF, signing for 
NSA. promulgated an implementing 
Memorandum of Understanding on 
May 29, 1964, putting Defense/SMAC 
(later to be abbreviated DEFSMAC) in 
business. Charles C. Tevis. the first 
director of Defense/SMAC - which 

used to generate

withheld per E.O. 13526 section 1.4(c)process tracking data collected by

1.4(c) 

thevarious SIGINTlocations (1966) 
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(S) Fig. 43. Summary of the methodology used by 
Defense/SMAC when it was formed 

61 

ties of interest. Defense/SMAC 
would notify SIGII'-ff facilities at 
those locations via OPSCOMMs 
of information to be broadcast. 
and the HF transmitters at those 
locations would send the infor
mation in coded messages every 
ten minutes, aJternaling between 
various transmitting s iles. 
Defense/SMAC had codcnamcs 

for each; overnll they were the 

 UO) In the summer of 1964, in order officially began operations on ,J une 1, 1964 -
promulgated the specific implementation plan for 
the Center on 4 .Tune 1964.

(U //FO
to improve the knowledge of key NSA and ClA 
managers on the capabilities of each other 's col
lection efforts Dr Wheelan, DDS&T al CIA' 
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1.4(c) He tookffl'if@ffl 
Duckett, head of 

FMSAC; Major General John Davis, USA, NSA 
Deputy Director of Production; ,Joe Amato, from 
NSA's A Group; and Charlie Tevis, director of 
Defense/SMAC, for a worldwide tour of telemetry 
collection faci li ties sponsored by both agencies. 

(5) Fig. 44. FOXTROT broadcast locations
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(C) In June 1965 NSA produced a compre
hensive Space STGlNT Collection Plan based 
largely on the SSS TDP and the Defense/SMAC 
limplementation Plan. It was a lso derived from 
the current United States Intelligence Board 
Guided Missile and Astronautics Intell igence 
Committee (GMAIC) requirements, and took 
into account soon-to-be-operat ional SPACOL 
systems. The plan included specific requirements 
for passive tracking accuracy for the SPACOL sys
tems. The plan drove the accuracy requirements 
for the next severa l years and led to 
development, design, and incorpo
ration of monopulse tracking for the 
BANKHEAD Il replacement system 
(,JAEGER) in 1966 as well as the 
addition of signal Doppler tracking 
equi ipm nt and rocessing called
the • rojects) for sev

era BANKHEAD systems and 
STONE.HOUSE. in the late 1960s.

(l · )Cl. \ and DOD addCollectiion 
of I various types

Communications personnel had been transferred 
to the CIA Office of ELINT, which became 
responsible for both TACKSMAN sites in 1962. 

Each TACKSMAN site had an operating person
nel complement of about twenty-five people.

(S) For more complete coverage on Soviet 
space probes, where mission objectives normally 
were known (Mars, Venus, or the moon), several 

radio research stations were often requested 
lo provide data. These facilit ies were the 

(-&}-.ClA was also very active in 
telemetry collection. The TACKS
MAN I site in Iran continued to 
expand . By now, the Office of 

(S) Fig. 46. The TACKSMAN II facility. This site was much 

closer to Tyuratam, and ;;/so to 5,uy Shagan, where the 
Soviets began testing antib,1//istic missile interceptors.. 

(S) Fig. 45. TACKSMAN I facility, including the Shah's summer 

palace In 1y1,,i CIA established another site in /rqn, called TACKS • 
MANMANII (alsoalso established as a clandestine site). on a remote moun 

taintop near Kapkan, Iran. 
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Navyfaciliti es were used to look for 

ELINT and telemetry signals that 
might be reflected from the moon, 
or ·· moon bounce"" searches, the 
efforts were called P Amor an 
acronym for "passive moon reflec
t ions." 

( I ) ( Otherforeign

mmissile space technical

intelligence sources

(S) Intelligence from radar sys

Secret//NOFORN//X1 X6

PIRINCLIK 
. . -. 

~ Fi':}, 4-7. The Diyarbakir R.1c/~r ~cility. Tht•_-;c ra,/.Jt:' 1-wrc· 
lL'lllS, initially operated by the USAF tat-getecf primqnly at the KYMTR. m1s5ifc !Jtmi:.hcs and 
Security Service und tasked by satelhtc f.uinche, 6-om IT/\·1TR 
NORAD, provided NORAD with 
essentinl information on foreign missile and ~) From time to time the TRADEX radar on 
space activity, and nlso was nn important ac\junct Roi Namur, normally used to tmck U.S. missiles 
to Defense/ StvtAC on many events, particularly test fired from Vandenberg AFB into the Pacific 
missile test firings. Fixed beam f-PS-17 radar was test range, was used against Soviet missiles fired 
located near Diynrbakir, Turkey, in 1956 and was into the Pacific. Also, the ARIS ships A mold and 
followed by ,rn eighty-five-foot 
dish FPS-79 trncking radar in 
1964. The FPS-17, in addition to its 
initial mission to surveil missile 
launches from l<\'1\lTR, c·amc to 
prnvide derivation of missile tra
_jt-L'tories, identification of ea1'th 
s;1lellite launC'hes, calculation oC 
s,1 I ellite ephemeris (posit ion and 
orbit). and s_rnll1esi s of booster 
r<H: kL'l pt)rfornwnceY Similarly, 
llll'rl' was an FPS-17 installed in 
l(Jf'il) and ,1 latf'I" ;1 sixty-foot n11te11-

11,1 FPS-80 radar ,lt Shemyn, 

Al,isk.l, in 1961. Th<..' Shcmya 
rad,1rs co,·en :d TrIVI'J'R missile c U//FOUO) Fi':}- 48. FPS 17 ,mcf FPS 80 .1t Shw,y:J 
impacts on Kamdrntlm and firings The t-espons,bi/ity for oper.1ting thesc.' radats wJ•; 

into the Pacific Ocean, as \\'ell c1s fr:msft:rrec:i (rum U5AFS5 to the Air Defense Comm.:Jnc/ (ADO. 
Imme hes or l<Yl\·ffR satellites. partofNORAP in 1962. 
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( U} Fig. 49. The USNS Hoyt 5 Vandenberg ARIS during a "notm;i/· cruise 

Vandenberg had radar tracking capabilit
and were deployed against Kamchatka an
Pacific Ocean tirings. At times the BMEW
radars at Clear Alaska, and Thule
Greenland, provided data on TTMTR
launches. Fu1iher, the Space Defense Cente
radars at Flyingsdnl<:·s Moo1·, England; th
FPS-85 at Moorslown, New Jersey; and th
USAF Eastern Test Range radars a
Trinidad, West Indies, and on Antigua
Canary Islands, were often helpful in locat
ing and tracking Soviet satellites durin
their early orbits.

PL 86-36/50 USC 

(S) Systems to exploit over-the-horizo
HF radar reflection data, giving missile tra
jectory information from · Soviel missi le
were also deve loped. These used both
•'forward-scatter" and '·back-scatter' rada
reflections. ASA operated sta tions in
Peshawar Ankara, and Adak called th

system, to collect missil
rellertions from Soviet tracking radars. Th
USA F had a "forward scatter" system tha
transmitted HF signals from Okinawa and
the Philippines and had signa l receiving sta
tions at San Paulo, Spain; San Vito, Ita ly; 
Aviano, Italy; Foggia, Italy : and Salonika, 

(U) Fig. 50. The Vandenberg AR.IS 

during a Pacific storm in 1967 
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were not always usable by Defense/SMAC in the 
early years because trajectory tracking results were 
often not available within a seventy-two-hour 
reporting deadline. But the data and reports were 
used by NSA and other organizations in long-term 
missile assessment reports . 

(S) Another source of data used for long-term 
missile analysis in the early 1960s was the 
ACOUSTINT data collected by ASA from Sinop and 
Ankara; Meshed and Teheran, Tran; Peshawar and 
Lahore, Pakistan; Chitose, ,Japan; and Taegu, 
Korea.39

(f../) How About Those Uplinks?

-fS} Soviet uplink data were needed by the U.S. 
intelligence community to understand both missile 

(U/IFOUO) 
: PL 86-36/50 

as originally
installed in
the main

operations
compound at

Sinop 

(and later) satellite systems and to better under
stand downlink telemetry, which usually reflected 
the uplink commands. One of the earliest attempts 
at uplink collection was performed by Lewis
Franklin and Robe1t Phillips from Sylvania-EDL in 
early 1960, working from a C-130 aircraft with SHF 
radar modified to act as a signal collection antenna. 
The C-130 was deployed to the Pacific Ocean 
impact area for Soviet ICBM tests and where it was 
suspected that Soviet ships deployed to the area 
had a command "uplink" function. 

-ES) In a continuing effort to learn more about 
Soviet command uplinks to its satellites and space 
probes, the Command Link Intercept Program 
(CUP) was established to use aircraft to look for 
and record these si nals. A ground facili at Sino 
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-fSj The U.S. Navy A3D aircraft often flew mis
i,

W
of 
.va

Mi
sions looking for uplinks (these were called BUSY 
SIGNAL when flown as CLIP missions in the 
Pacific). Much of this early work was sponsored pri
marily by the Army, which had the lRBM defensive 
mission in DoD, in order to get lRBM data that 

could be used to design U.S. defensive measures. 
The Army was supported by the Navy, which had 
aircraft that could pe1form the required collection 
flight profiles.40 

(U) Critical Results 

(U) In 1961 Dr. "Bud" Wheelan and Sidney 
Graybeal stated: 

In point of fact, the telemetry contains 

most of the information the Sovietengi

neers themselves get from a shot. Our 
exploitation of this unique source, howev

er, is less efficient than the Soviet because, 

first, we do not know which measurement

is assigned to which channel, second, we 

do not have the calibration or absolute val

ues of readings on the several channels, 

and third , we <lo not intercept transmis

sions covering the entire flight because of 

radio horizon libations. Painstaking tech

nical analysis has gradually solved many 

facets of the channel identification prob-

lcins and making encouraging progress on 

calibration.

(S) During the 1957-1960 "Missile Gap" contro
versy in American politics about the balance of 
power in missiles between the U.S. and the Soviet 
Union, telemehy played a key role in determining 
jf the Soviet Union was outstripping the U.S. in 
development and deployment of intercontinental 
ballistic missiles. The Director of Central 
Intelligence convened an Ad Hoc Panel on the 
Soviet ICBM Program. The "Hyland Panel" includ
ed Dr. Lawrence Hyland of Hughes Aircraft, Albert 

heelen of Space Technology, and William Perry 
Sylvania Electronic Defense Laboratory_ This 
s followed by a detailed study by the Guided 
ssile and Astronautics Intelligence Committee 

(GMAlC) and a CIA Task Force series of studies 
that concentrated on the deployment status of the 
Soviet ICBM program. 

(S) A U-2 aircraft, accompanied by an Air Force 

RB-57D Canberra, provided electronic intelligence 
to help solve the "Missile Gap" dilemma. Their 
flight along the Soviet-Iranian border achieved the 
first telemetry intercepts from a Soviet ICBM dur
ing first-stage flight, eighty seconds after launch.41 

(S) These panels provided evaluations of data 
that led to the resolution of this controversy, pri
marily on the basis of the SIGINT/TELINT detec
tion of test firings and results at a lower rate than 
would be expected for a crash program, and the lack 
of evidence of extensive operational locations for 
any deployed ICBMs, specifically the first genera
tion SS-6.42 

-fSj After combining intercepts with valuable 
information contributed by the West's agent-in
place Lieutenant Colonel Oleg Penkovskiy, it was 
concluded that the Soviets had deployed a total of 
only four SS-6 ICBMs. Telemetry analysis, and the 
analysis of the Soviet ICBM test launch program, 
indicated that the Soviets were still in a develop
ment and testing phase for their ICBMs in 1960, 
and thus probably had not embarked on the exten
sive deployment phase that some intelligence ana
lysts had projected during the "Missile Gap" 
debates.4:3 

f8t In a similar way, during the Cuban Missile 
Crisis in 1962, telemetry provided significant assis
tance to the president and the crisis management 
team, albeit in a less direct way than in the "Missile 
Gap" situation. Charles Tevis from NSA was one of 
the first experts called to the Navy Yard to assist in 
evaluating photographic information from U-2 
flights. Telemetry analysis was able to provide per
formance characteristics on the SS-4 MRBM and 
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SS-5 IRBM missiles that gave the U.S. high confi ning and documentation specialists; a first for proj
dence in its knowledge of the range and accuracy of ects in NSA at that time. 
those MRBM/IRBMs.44 

(U//FOUO) This "lesson" was also applied by 
(UJ Surnnm,y 1iftl1e 1960s DoD, DIA, and NSA with the formation of the 

Defense Special Missile and Astronautics Center 
,tfij In the early 1960s, NSA, other DoD compo (Defense/SMAC) in 1964 to provide operational 

nents, and CIA took strides to improve intelligence control and guidance to SIGINT and non-SIGINT 
information sources, particularly telemetry collec collectors and early reporting on collection and 
tion and analysis, and to coordinate those assets in field analysis results. 
order to get the maximum information from 
telemetry from Soviet, and later PRC, missile and (U//FOUO) In a similar vein, CIA formed the 
space development efforts. The establishment in Foreign Missile and Space Analysis Center 
1962 of NSA R6 to implement Phase I of the broad (FMSAC) to bring together all-source analysis of 
study of Soviet/PRC missile and space targets wc1s a foreign missile/space intelligence targets and also 
key management and systems development action provide guidance to the CIA unique collection 
by NSA. The formation of SMAC by NSA; then resources against those targets. 
Defense/SMAC by DJA/NSA in 1964 (with a DoD 
multisensor collection coordination role and a joint (U//FOUO) Lesson 2: •In planning and imple
DTA/NSA intelligence reporting role); and the menting systems to be operated by an organi?.ation 
establishment of FMSAC, also in 1964, by CIA are different than the one which develops it, and where 
illustrations of these measures.45 Table 2-2 lists the data are to be U$ed by different organizations, 
some of the significant TELINT events of the early involve those organizations in the planning and 
1960s. implementation phase of the effort. This was done 

(U) Lessons Learned in the Early 1960s 

(U//FOUO) Some of the most important "les
sons learned" from the U.S. efforts to gain knowl
edge of foreign (primarily Soviet) missile and space 
activities in the early 1960s were these: 

(U//FOUO) Lesson 1: When faced with a high
ly technical and complex problem, form an organi
zation that has the technical competence and the 
charter to address at least a large part of the prob
lem, a "lesson" repeated from the 195os. This 
author believes NSA did this when the Agency 
formed the R6 Office of Special Programs with suf
ficient funding and with the flexibility to assign the 
right people to this effort, and then directed that all 
other necessary NSA and Service Cryptologic 
Agency elements support the effort. 

(U//FOUO) R6 was given an internal staff of 
budgeting, accounting, scheduling, logistics plan-

by the NSA R6 organization to the maximum extent 
possible, and supported by the NSA PROD and ASA 
organizations to a significant degree. Both PROD 
and USASA assigned individuals either full time or 
part time to R6. CIA even assigned an integree for a 
period of time, who later became station chief at 
TACKSMAN II. 

(U//FOUO) Lesson 3: Telemetry analysis 
results can often help resolve U.S. national crises. 
This was seen in both the "Missile Gap" controver
sy of 1960 and the "Cuban Missile Crisis" in 1962. 
Telemetry analysis provided great confidence on 
the U.S. knowledge of the MRBM performance 
characteristics and capabilities during the Cuban 
Missile Crisis. The contn"butions of the budding 
U.S. TELINT capabilities during these crises went a 
long way to sustaining an aggressive U.S. and part
nership collection program during the next few 
decades. 
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(S)Table 2-2 Significant TELINT Events for the Early 1960s 

Year Activity/Event 
1960 Initial NSA (PROD) study ofSIGINT requirements against foreign space targets 

1961 NSA established the Space Surveillance SIGINT Planning Board (SSSPB) 

1962 DoD/DDR&E approval obtained for SPACOL program 
NSA R6.0ffice of Special Program Management, formed and implemented 

STONEHOUSE an 
BANKHEAD I (Pakistan 

1964 Defense/SMAC formed by NSA and DIA 

1.4(c) 

TACKSMAN II established by CIA 
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(UJ Chapter 3 
The Major Systems and Early Results (Late 1960s) 

(U) Expanding the Phase I SPACOL System 

(U//FOUO) It was apparent by early 1965 that 

BANKHEAD I and IT were not going to fully meet 
their original operational goals. The equipment in 
many cases was not completely suitable for the mis
sion (since it had been designed for U.S. space vehi
cle telemetry collection); much of the equipment, 
particularly the hydraulic antenna drive systems, 
was not reliable; spare pa1ts were not easy to 
obtain; and the equipment required maintenance 
skills not readily available to USAFSS and USASA. 
A survey was completed by NSA 
and USAFSS and ASA that 
described these limitations as 
well as other operational, logis
tic, and training problems. 

(U //FOUO) while this study 
was being evaluated, Sylvania
EDL submitted an unsolicited 
proposal to USASA describing 
replacing BANKHEAD II in 
Japan and the ESGM system at 
Shemya, Alaska, with systems 
similar to 

(C) The system to be located on Shcmya was 
codenamed ANDERS (called HARDBALL I by 
EDL), and the one to replaceBANKHEAD II at 
Chitose was-(called HARDBALL II by 
EDL). Sylvania-EDL was awarded a sole-source 
contract in 1966 based on refinements to their 
unsolicited proposal. This author became the R6 

r-iii.'r.~;jEimmana er for both projects, assisted by 
USAF, on ANDERS and 

and ASA agree that this was a 
cost-effective and timely solution 
to the growing requirements for 
collection of Soviet ea1th-orbit
ing space vehicles. NSA (R6) was
given responsibility for acquiring
the systems, in conjunction with 
ASA planning and future man
ning. 

-dJ Fig. 52. The HARDBALL (ANDERS systems during final testing 

at the Sylvania--EDL Mountain View, CA, facility. GrahamA. Grande was the 

Sylvania program manager and later joined NSA as a senior manager. The 

third radome contained the HARDBALL If/ very accurate monopulse passive
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(lJI/FOUO) Fig. 54. The 
ANDERS antenna system

during installation at

Shemya taken from the 

antenna calibration tower 
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(U) Fig. 53. Artist's 
concept of ANDERS 
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(U//IFOUO} Fig. 56. 

The CHAOS system which was
installed by USASA on Shemya to 
provide coverage while the ESGM 

upgrade system was de-installed and
ANDERS was being installed in 1967. 
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(U//FOUO) Fig. 55. 

The completed ANDERS facility.
Captain Robert E. Baker, USA, 

eventually to become ;in N5A 
senior executive, was the opera 

tions officer iJt Shemya during 
the ANDERS installation and
later beciJmc the maintenance 

officer

{U) Fig. 57. Artist's 

concept of
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-t€t After war between India and Pakistan broke 
out in late 1965, and U.S.-Pakistani relations dete
riorated, it was becoming apparent that the USAF
SS tenure in Pakistan was limited, and no plans 
were made to upgrade the BANKHEAD I system. 
'While the loss of BANKHEAD I would reduce cov
erage of Soviet and PRC missile and satellite activi
ty, other collectors, particularly TACKSMAN II , 
filled in much of the loss. 1 

(U) Fig. 59. completed
installation in 1967 

(U//FOUO) Fig. 58. Model of the two 
withheld by PL 86-36/50 antennasystems and the 

operation building 

(U) NSA and Defense/SMAC Progress

(C) In late 1965 the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense conducted an "inspection" of 
Defense/SMAC to determine how effectively NSA 
was carryingout the DoD directive that established 
the center. At that time all of the operations ele
ments of Defense/SMAC at NSA had been adminis
tratively centralized in the A4 organization, called 
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the Office of Advanced Wea onry and Astronautics 
and headed by· he component that 
directly supported the NSA component was desig
nated the A41 Division under Charles L. Gordon. 
A41 had over seventy full-time people assigned to 
the Defense/SMAC mission and had control of 
over twenty full-time or call-u OPSCOMMs. 
OPSCOMMs included one to a 

(S) Soviet missile and space activities were 
already at a significant level by 1965. Soviet mis
sile/space events during 1965 included twenty-four 
ICBMs launched to Kamchatka and two to the 
Pacific Ocean; twenty-three ESVs, including the 
first Molniya communications satellite; a manned 
(VOSKHOD II) mission ; six space probes and 
twelve shorter range missiles. During the first nine 
months of 1965, Defense/SMAC produced 1,012 

electrical reports and 253 possible launch alerts. It 
also sent over 28,000 items over the OPSCOMM in 
support of the effort. Defense/S!vlAC received 
almost 300,000 messages over the formal message 
distribution system, and Lhis number did not 
include the 2,323 batches of special tracking data 
received over the OPSCOMMs. While initially 
abbreviated Defense/SMAC sta1ting in 1964, this 
later changed to DEF /SMAC, and (starting in about 
1985) then DEFSMAC, which is still in use today." 

(S)The Tyuralam Missile Test Range (TIMTR) 
was conducting missile test firings of ICBMs to 
Kamchatka and the Pacific ocean; training firings of 
operational SRBMs, MRBMs, and IRBMs by the 
Soviet Rocket Forces to Kamchatka; launching 
manned and communications satellites; and 
launching Mars, Lunar and Venus space probes. 
The Kapustin Yar Missile Test Range (KYMTR) was 
launching SRBMs, 1,000-nm MRBMs, 2,000-nm 

JRBMs, some SA.Ms, and some single and multi-

payload satellites. The Plesetsk Missile and Space 
Center (PMSC) in northwestern Russia was testing 
ICBMs and launching space vehicles, and the 
Northern Fleet Missile Complex (NFMC) was 
launching SLBMs, cruise missiles, and other naval 
missiles. 

(S)The Sary Shagan Missile Test Range 
(SSMTR) was testing antimissile missiles, strategic 
SAMs (e.g., SA-5), and associated radar tracking 
systems. The Vladimirovka Advanced Weapons 
and Research Complex (VA WARC) tested air-to
air, air-to-ground, and s urlace-to-surface cruise 
missiles. The VAWARC included the Caspian Sea 
Special Test Range (CSSTR) that tested air-to-sur
face missiles for the Soviet naval forces. The 
Vladimirovka Lake Balkhash Test Range (VLBTR) 
(now considered part of VAWARC) conducted sur
face-to-surface cruise missile tests. The Soviets also 
had Missile Range Instrumentation Ships (SMRIS), 
Soviet Space Operations Control Ships, and Space 
Event Support Ships (SSESS) that required moni
toring. The locations of these ships, along with their 
communications patterns, frequently gave good 
indications of upcoming Soviet missile/space 
events. 

(S) NSA now often obtained Soviet missile and 
satellite tracking data in near real time. In addition 
to this, and later with near real-tirne passive track
ing data from the S.PACOL assets, NSA contributed 
significantly to NORAD's ability lo determine if 
there was a threat from any of the events, as well as 
reconstructing the trajectory/orbits of Soviet mis
siles/ satellites. 3 
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( U) Major Ground-Based Collection Systems 

(S)The ten-year lease for the site in Peshawar 
expired in 1968 and was not renewed by Pakistan; 
Peshawar was evacuated and closed by 1970. Some 
of the SEABRINE and withheld per PL 86-36/50opera
tions continued from Adana. Fortunatelythe CIA 
TACKSMAN' sites in Iran were in operation by that 
time, and along with the soon-to-be activated 
RAINFALL system, could replace much of the 
Soviet telemetry collection then being done by 
BANK.HEAD 5 

(U//FOUO) The maintenance and spare parts 
problems that had beset BANKHEAD I and 
BANKHEAD II unfortunately continued for 
BANKHEAD III and STONEHOUSE. Discussions 
with the U.S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM} 
determined that they were primarily logistics prob
lems, most of which were inherent with "one-of-a
kind" operational systems at overseas locations. 

.\fore and more, the original contractors for the sys
tems were requested to provide logistic support and 
on-site maintenance and engineering support, par
t icu]arly at the "short tour" (one year) site at Sinop. 

(S) By the end of 1967 both ANDERS andR nd 
JAEGER were operational, and nd 
STONEHOUSE were erformm t eir missions 
well The miginal system 
planned for JAEGE had 1een augmented by an 
additional thirty-foot tracking dish in order to 
assist NSA and NORAD with early orbit determina
tions ESVs and extended range ICBMs fired into 
the Sea of Japan or the Pacific Ocean. The new 
technical approach called HARDBALL III was a 
"broad band 2-channel monopulse" system invent
ed b , Sylvania-EDL, and it rovided sufficientl 

(S) By the end of 1968 the SIGINT Space 
Surveillance (SSS) "SPACOL" plan was considered 
completed. R6 continued to perform system 
upgrades to major SPACOL systems for several 
years, but switched its emphasis to other major 

(U//FOUO) Table 3-1 SPACOL Program Budget/Cost Summary 

Project Name(sl 
ANDERS 

BANKHEAD TI I 
ME) 

Initial Est.($K in 1962

5,903 

(STONE-HOUSE Add-on) 
STONEHOUSE 5,861 
PL 86-36/50 USC 

Final Est.($K in 1965)Final 
3,777 

9,051 

Actual($K in 1969) 

2,989 

10,357 

Totals 29,850 34,547 37,:383 
Note: Estimates and actuals include construction , government furnished equipment, NSA labor, and NSA 
travel costs. 
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field collection and processing systems such as 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605the end of the 1960s, NSA/R6 had 
expended most of the $40,000,000 originally allo
cated for the SPACOL program. Table 3-1 shows 
this fiscal summary. 

Over the years this platform, and its successors, 
produced data not available from any other source. 

(U//FOUO) The completed BANKHEAD sys
tems all had similar features, but indivjdual compo
nents varied. Table 3-2 shows a summary of the 
BANKHEAD system characteristics and a rough 
"quality" evaluation that was made in 1969. 

(C) Table3-2 BANKHEAD Systems Initial Subsystems Features 

Subsystem BANKHEAD III (Hippodrome) ANDERS
HF Receivers 6 3 
VHF Receivers 6 9 
VHF Auto-track Poor Good 

UHF Receivers 2 

UHF Auto-track Poor Good 

SHF Receivers 7 

SHF Tracking Poor Good 

Computer Control Fair Good 

Recording Good Good 

Analysis (GFE) Fair Good 

Multiple Target 

Capability Fair None 

Doppler Tracking None I-,;one 

Secret//NOFORN//X1 X§.... 

PL 86-36/504 
11 

Good 

3 
Exe 

4 

Good 

V. Good 

Good 

Good 

V. Good 

Good 
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1.4(c) 

(S) By 1967 NSA also often used U.S. Navy large 
high-gain d ish facilities on an ad hoc basis force r-

tain high-priority collection . · et space 
events. One of these called b NSA, 
was the Naval facility

collect space 

vehicle telemetry. and other signals being down
linked to Soviet sh ips in the Allan tic Ocean. The 
Naval Security Group participaled by 
providing equipment opera to rs and a 
communicalions van and operators. 
Field a nalys is and reporting were 
do ne by NSA personnel. 11 

(S) [n the rnid-19 60s the U.S. Navy 
A3B aircraft were replaced with 
SEA BRJNE A3D platfo rms in the 
Pacific, based at Atsugi, ,Japan, but 
usua lly flying missions from Shemya, 
Alaska. In the Atlantic A-3s were 
based in Rota, Spain, but usually flew 
only missions from Adana, Turkey, 
and Peshawar. The four destrover 

(C) Starting in 1968, the USAF modified three
EC-135 aircraft Lo be specifically configured to 
receive COM INT, ELINT, TELINT and optical 
informatio n from missil es tes t fired into 
Kamchatka o r the Pacific Ocea n. They had the 

escorts, codenamed PL 86-36/50 USC 

one of which is shown in Figure63,
and the two J\RlS ships remained 
active. 

(C)Fig 64 COBRA BALL.. I missile intelligence collective
tially called WANDA BELLE and then RIVET'U AMBER before upgrades

upgrades to the COBRA BALLconfiguration.
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(C) Fig. 63 PL 86-36/50 

destroy. oyer es cort missile

intelligence ship
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(S) Early processing of telemetry data consisted 
primarily of demodulating the signal, clecommutat
ing the telemetry and producing an analog display 

(S)Analogs could be produced photographical
ly by displaying data on the face of a CRT and then 
passing lighl-scnsitivl:' film or paper in front of the 
tube. Digital analogs were prepared by digitizing 
the telemetry in a formal for compu ter processing, 
and then displaying the data on photo recordings. 
In the early 1960s up to tweh·e channels of data 
could be p resented on one analog char t/scroll. 
Analogs were the best portrayal of the data for 
analysis. particularly tu U.S. missile/space experts, 
who were accustomed to seeing similar characteris-

L 86-36/50 

r 
0 • 

• 0 

. . 
', . . 

· .. 
. r • • 
1 - 0 . 

• .. .. 

'• .. j 
:,am. 

. 
' 

(S) Fig. 65. A P 136 1 and a P 136 4 telemetry
demodulator in a racklayout along with the ZURO

analog chartdis play unit ( in the left rack) at the 
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no imagination added, called producing "Analogs." 
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tics from U.S. missi le/space development pro
gra ms. 

fS.) The sheer volume and time needed to pro
duce these analogs soon exceeded the ability ofNSA 
and the intelligence community S&T centers to 
keep up with the increasing , ·olume and importance 
of the data. NSA and CIA began converting data 
into digila1 form and providing computer a nalysis 
wherever feasible. In .January 1962 the Digital 

Decomrnutation Facility (DDF) started operations, 
and in J uly 1965 digitizing equipmen t cal led 
-began opera tions at NSA. P

(S) A VHFF telemetry collection position was could produce both analog display output 
established on Ascension Island at the Air Force digital tape for further selected computer process
Eastern Test Range (AFETR) site ancl was equipped ing.'° 
and manned by NSA "as-needed" by temporary 
teams of o erators and signal analysts. This was (S) Field processors for specific telemet1y sig
called • PL 86-36/50• • 1 and was used to obtain nals began in the mid-1960s, and one of the first 
telemetry collection from Soviet space vehicles and fiel<l unils to be deployed was the P-1 36-1 and P-
planetary probes on their first orbit or during the 136-4 units in 196 • lo: • 

PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 injection phase for planetary probes. were designed by 

from NSA's telemetry processing center. (Folklore 
( l ') processing I thetelemetry da ta
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gnated

cle written by James D. Burke (a JPL scientist 
under contract to NSA and CIA for many years as 
an expert on planetary explorations) and published 
in CIA's Studies in Intelligence. 

(C) ByBy the late 1960s, a significant effort was 
being made to automate storage and use of the data 
needed for record keeping and collection manage
ment, collection results, and DEFSMAC or NSA 
reporting of collection results, paiticularly missile 
trajectory data. Table 3-3 summarizes some of 
these computer applications. 

Secret//NOFORN//X1 X6 Page 65 

has it that The "P" desidesignated units had been ocean-area" firing. PL 86-36/50confirmed data 
designed by ltlJl!lmd the 136 designated was from Cosmos 192 and obtained additional inter
developed within the C136 organization.) cepts of these data.12 

(C) Telemetry processing formats were initially (S) A 1969 quarterly (April-June 1969) evalua
set by the Ad Hoc Telemetry Engineering tion of JAEGER noted that 311 wideband telemetry 
Committee (AHTEC) and later by the Astronautics tapes were sent from the site to NSA. These data 
and Missile Signals Engineering Group (AMSEG), included limited reentry telemetry from
both related to the Telemetry and Beacon Analysis CBMs launched from TTMTR, and 
Committee (TEBAC) chaired by NSA. Distribution zero-or 1t te emetry from four ESVs launched from 
of "analogs" and digital tape copies to U.S. and U.K ITMTR and six from PMSC. '3 

analysis organizations is established by TEBAC. 
tS1 By now telemetry and beaconry signal col

(V) Significant Collection and Analysis lection was showing significant progress compared 
Results to the late 1950s. Almost 20,000 "wide band" (1 

MHz at 120 IPS) fourteen-track MINCOM CM-100 
(S)During early operations the STONEHOUSE tapes were sent to NSA for analysis, and this was 

system collected signals from and tracked several only 60 percent of what had been initially inter
Soviet lunar and Mars probes, and intercepted for cepted by all of the assets. Eventually 75 percent, or 
the first time special signals from the Soviet about 15,000, of the tapes were processed and 
Molniya-1 communications satellite. STONE "analogs" distributed for telemetry /beaconry 
HOUSE was also tasked to look for "moon bounce" analysis, much of which was done under contract to 

1.4(c) reflections of the Sary Shagan companies with expertise in missile or space 
The intelligence results of the STONEHOUSE (and telemetry, often with experience from U.S. teleme
other collectors) efforts against the Soviet Lunar try and U.S. missile and space systems. '4 

probe Luna 9 in early 1966 were included in an arti

https://systems.14
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Approx Date

1963 
Computer Name

UNIVAC 490/494 

IBM360 
NSA-built 

IBM 7094 
CDC 6400/6600 

1967 
L968 
1968 
1969 
1969

??? 
APD-30 
IBM 360 
UNIVAC 490/494 
UNIV AC490/ 494 

l ) Summary

(S)The late 1960s were characterized by com-
pletion and initial operations of all of the approved 
ma· r round-based SP COL svstems, namelv, 

1.4(c) .STONEHOUSE, 

BANKHEADIII (HIPPODROME), ANDERS, and Ii PL 86-36/50; NSA and USASA. Also it was charac-
terized by the expansion and operations of the 
TACKSMAN I and TACKSMAN II facilities by CIA 
and the full operational status of Defense/SMAC. 
The late 1960.s were also marked by the addition of 
several airborne platforms and several ships. Table 
3-4 provides highlights of significant events in the 
1960s. 

( I U Lessons learned i11 the late 1960's

(U//FOUO) l esson ,: The ServiceCryptologic 
Agencies were overly optimistic that the military 
departments could provide adequate "logistic sup
port" lo "few-of-a-kind" complex electronic systems 
like the BANKHEAD systems and STONEHOUSE. 
This became even more apparent when the systems 
had to be modified almost continuously to meet 
evolving TELINT requirements, usually with state-

of-the-art equipment. NSA and ASA bad to adjust 
engineering and logistic support plans to involve 
the primary system contractor and subcontractors 
more closely as well as provide added logistic sup
po1t from NSA resources. NSA had proposed this 
approach as part of the original SPA.COL system 
planning, and the locations thal readily adopted iL 
had the fewest problems with the engineering 
aspects of system operation. Having adequate on
site, or on-call, enginee1ing supp011 from civilian 
and industry "experts" was a prime factor in suc
cessful telemetry analysis at field sites. 

(U//FOUO) I lesson 2: Once a plan is in exis
tence, keep it updated. The rapid expansion of 
Soviet space activities in the late 1960s, the 
approval of the initial SPACOL network, and the 
formation and operation of DEFSMAC all called for 
a review of telemetrycollection and data processing 
planning. This was accomplished in 1965, based on 
United States Inte1ligence Board requirements and 
the NSA Guided Missile and Astronautics 
IntelJigence Committee Requirements Working 
Group. This plan then served as the basis for plan
ning for the ]ate 1960s by NSA and other organiza
tions. 
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STONEHOUSE (Asmara, Ethiopia) began operations. 

All airborne collection from Pakistan ceas 
Fi rst digitizing of telemetry began at N SA 

PLPL 86-36/50 
S 3 

1966 • • erat ions. 
1.4(c) 

1968 SPACOL Plan (Phase I) considered complete. 
first telemetry collected from Sary Shagan Missile Test Range . 

BANKHEAD I (Peshawar, Pakistan) closed. 

COBRA BALL I started operations at Shem ya, Alaska. 
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	~In March 1960, 011 behalfofthe community, NSA prepared a joint "progress rep01t" to OSD conceming the status of the transition of ELINT responsibilities to NSA. The portion addressing 
	• 
	telemetry made the following points/actions. 
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	• 
	analysis on Soviet and space probe telemetry, and was continuing to develop processing and reporting effort for encrypted telemetry. 
	~In addition, NSA had created a processing coordination group to exchange technical data and eliminate unnecessary duplication of effort. This group soon became the Telemetry and Beacon Analysis Committee, orTEBAC. As part of this effort, NSA had created an ad hoc govern
	ts, During 1960 coordination of all-source 
	collection against Soviet missile and space activi
	ties in the Pacific Ocean area improved conside1·
	ably, \\'ith NSA Pacific (NSAPAC) performing a 
	coordinating role for SIG INT ~~~ir.til ffort 
	was · own by the covernam . _ \-\ilh 
	he covername for the SIGINT
	•ne!1t. These were later changed to ; • • •Requirements had been 
	out me y t e Critical Co11ection Priorities Committee of the United States Intelligence Board. Table 2-1 shows some of the collection platforms. 
	~ There were also fixed and mobile Army, Navy, and Air Force COMINT assets. USAFSS and NSA provided technical support from .Johnston Island and NSG and NSA at the Navy station at Wahiawa, Hawaii. Tip-off ofimpending events was usually done through enc11--pted Navy 
	HS Table 2-1 Coiled/on AssetsAv4i/4b/e for Pt1ciffc Broad Oceqn Are-, (BOA) Ad:ivit,~:, m 196() 
	Ser,ice Collection Platforms 
	Army One ESGM) transportable TELINT system (usually deployed to ,Johnston Island) One ARPA-ARGMA C-130 aircraft 
	PL 86-36/50 
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	USC 3605
	Two vW-2Q aircraft I ' One Special Platform • : • 
	PL 86-36/50 
	Air Force One RB-47 
	---------------------·--··-···-·-·-. 
	PL 86-36/50
	HF broadcasts from Ha'vvaii, i.e., the broadcast." 
	operatmg from Shemya and C -2 aircraft telemetry collection mission) from Incirlik Air Base in Adana, Turkey, and Peshawar, Pakistan. There were fomteen U-2 flights tlov.•n from Adana along the Soviet border in 1959 alone. On a flight along the SO\~et-Iranian border in 1959, one ofthe first C-2 flights was successful 
	in intercepting telemetry from a Soviet ICBM during !irst-stage flight. 
	tests were the '"picket" ships that formed the 
	ocean part of the Distant Early Warning (DEW) 
	line of radars across the northern U.S., Canada, 
	and Greenland. For DEW line support these ships 
	came under the command of the Barrier Pacific 
	Command (COMBARPAC); when supporting col
	lection against Soviet ICBM test firings, they were 
	subordinate to the Pacific Fleet COMPACFL T under the covernam • • 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 
	The U.S. Navy Destroyer Esco1t -Radar (DER) ships involved were the USS Newell, USS Wilmhuite, the USS Lansing, USS Savage, and USS Vance. 
	f-57 Fig. 19. 711c WV 20 (<Jf~o namedEC~ 
	Constellation) 1'-1111!111 qircrqft iltJohn5ton (5/.w;I In 1960. The SHF r;Jqar ilnterrn.~ was mo(/iffcd to ict .,s ;JfJ 51-!F inten:ept JntennJ for telemct,y. 
	cV//FOUO) F19. 20. One ofthe ARPA-ARCMA C-130;iircri1fL1tJohnston !slanq in 1960 
	(U//FOUO) Part of the maritime assets fS, In the southern European/A'>ian area, an 
	included in Pacific Ocean deployments to collect R8-57F aircraft flew under operational control of 
	intelligence from Soviet ICBM extended range the Navy with Army technical support, code-
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	named rhe equipment was not manne Ill t e usua sense, but controlled by the navigator. lt initially flew from Turkey against KYMTR activity, but in the mid196os flew from Peshawar against the top priority Sary Shagan Soviet ARIVf testing site. NSA provided overall operational and technical SIGINT guidc1nce through ASA.
	~ Meanwhile, back at NSA, various organizations became involved ,-v:ith the "Telemetry 
	has, since 1()57. 111u~h1·0011ll'd into :1 major '.'JSA undcrtakini;. 
	ts} The study noted that at least four to six major NSA PROD organizations were involved in collection and processing of telemett}' signals, and three NSA R&D organizations were involve<l in developing equipment for telemetry collection and processing. (Soon there would be four R&D organizations ,vhen R6 was formed to implement the SPACOL program.) 
	(C) PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 
	Problem" as a result of the ne,-1,· NSA responsibilities in ELINT. One ofthese efforts was a study by 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 
	of lhe R4 (Research) organizatton m 1961 reV1ewing telemetry processing and analysis activities with a view toward highlighting additional c1ctivilies that might/should be performed in the R&D mea. As described by~ 
	T lw Sm·il'.I lcll·nll'try p1·ohlcm is a 
	.~pn1wling anti a 1·tin1latcd co111plcx of 
	COI\IJ!'JT and El.INT al'tidtics, agcncic:-., 
	l'((Uipmcnl, and p1·og1·am111t• (sie), \\ hich 
	(U) '/'he Fil'st Mqjm• General Collc:c:tir111 Systems 
	(-€,--In early 1960 NSA became aware that two satellite tracking stations with fmiy-foot <lish antenm1s being built for ARPA by Collins Radio in Dallas, Texas, would not be needed for the U.S. satellite program an<l could be made available to the intelligence community. NSA had the systems modified to cover anticipated Soviet telemetry frequencies, and these became the BA.J\JKHEAD I system at Peshawar_, to be operated by AFSS: and BANKHEAD 11 at Chitose, J apan, to be operated 
	47 
	by ASA. These were to be installed in the summer of 1961, but this was delayed until early 1962, and the systems did not become operational until 1963. 
	lCBM lest launches. Dr..James A. Donnelly, later a senior executive at NSA, was a key pa1ticipant in establishing BANKHEAD 1 in 1963 and in guiding the early o erations there. He had the foresi ht to 
	E€}The U.S. tenure in Pakistan, and any ability to expand operations, was always in question, even though a ten-year lease for the site was pa1t of the 1959 mutual assistance pact between Pakistan and the U.S. 
	; i · ..•, ,.)l 'L 1.i Fiy 2:!. An .iirlist·~ concept of th,: n.·\Nf,/ Jfj.\f> I wr11poun,/ 
	(U) F19. 23. VHF "low -b.iinc/' iintenn4 
	. 
	,-J 
	' 
	f-61/NF) Fig. 24. 5HF "high -b;inc/' At th.iit time the BANKHEAD I collection equipment W.i/S W.i/5 clone in the U.5. exclusion .iite;J. 
	..fE) Fig. 2 5. The initi.:JI BANKHEAD II f.icilify ;it Chitose 
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	~ Ftj . :!6. A :no./t:id \ :1.c !') •r~tem next to th,• A,.-11~ t, •11 ._., f /,_;t .:, ,:·-c,/ ti,,~ other /1SA telc·wd,~ .-. ,:!c•cf:, ,,, ,~ ,:,.•n,· A/J ESGM \'f-11 ~:1:r wi,·1,11 .; 1• !,., u,c rt~hl ,i;). tlw, :1:·· !i ••!.--.,~\t -:~•:t,::i1 , •:· 1.J h.1,/ _;,. ·,:, ,.1j''jl:J•..':'< / 
	( U/l FOl/0 > F1i.J. .::· , \, 1,t , .. ,m,('f'i c•t·1/1,: 
	up,jrJdc,l f.)(;'A/ ,_1...!..,· · !/n: 1·.1, ''!•t.?!ic-1 .ii .J :, !):,., 
	~ Other ground site collection continued from Turkey, Iran, and Alaska. In 1960 ASA had arranged for EDL to move an MLQ-19 missile jamming system to Shemya to be used in a "passive" mode as a telemetry collector:
	-f&// REL USA, UK) Frank Le\\~s informed GCHQ of NSA telemet1y collection plans in May 
	of 1961 at a UKUSA systems conference and described the effort in progress. GCHQ later 
	fflt By 1962 the Soviets had launched eight satellites in the Cosmos series. Six of these were from Kapustin Yar that were not recoverable, and two from Ty1.1ratam that were deorbited and recovered by the Soviets. CIA postulated that the ones from Kapustin Yar were probably scientific, 
	. 1.4(c) 1.4(c) 1.4(c) 
	1.4(c) 
	. 
	ES:) One aspect of this was the collection and processing of signals from those Soviet satellites that carried humans. The Soviet manned space program was not only of scientific interest, but was a military threat as well. Major Yuri Gagarin, 
	SECRe1'h'NOFORNflXI, jf6-Page 33 
	SECRETHNOFORw1x1, xa.
	ofthe Soviet Air Force, was launchedinto orbit on the VOSTOK-1 lli 
	ase on e ana ys1s o e e Soviets had used when they put two canines into orbit) put the U.S. intelligence community in a position to anticipate the television signal and keep the U.S. directly informed ofhis actions. 
	~ When Gagaiin's initial orbit was over the Pacific, the satellite-to-ground television signal at 83 MHz that focused on his activities inside the space capsule was intercepted both by the ASA 
	at Helemano, Oahu, Hawaii. 
	~ The 83 MHz signal had first been intercepted in August 1960 by an AFSS site in Turkey and later by the CIA EGGSHELL site in Iran. The office of Collection and Signal Analysis and R&E engineers developed signal demodulation equipment that was sent to Hawaii and Alaska in anticipation of the use of the 83 MHz signal for space flight by the h t • • I • I 
	1.4(c)
	the signal. 
	SECRETf/NOFORN/i9C1, lffi
	meteorological ducting, antipodal propagation and meteor scatter. The occurrence of each phenomenon depended upon location, time ofday, month ofthe year, and often time in the solar cycle. Because of their different physical origins, their properties, statistics, and climatology were different. However, when pre.'ient they could beexploited for SIGINT. \Vhilc each method provided some potentialforintercept, few ofthem provided continuous or reliable coverage when needed. It was... essential to recogniz
	(U) In the late 1950s, N.C. "Nate" Gerson of the NSA R/D organization studied ways of increasing the reception ofprelaunch and launch reception of VHF telemetry signals, particularly from Tyuratam. Bob Aide, of the then Research and Development (RADE) Group, had encouraged Nate by the comment"One good intercept is worth $5M." As Nate recorded in an unclassified report in 1998: 
	To attack the problem I first examined na~ral causes that allowed proposition over extended ranges: sporadic E clouds at 110 Ion allowed e:\.'tended ranges to 1,500-1,000 km; transequatorial propagation allowed 7,000-11,000 Ion ranges north-south via the ionosphere layer; 
	high solar activity raised the upper fre(U) Sea-Based Collection 
	quem.-y support limit of the ionosphere 
	to 40-50 MHz for distances to 4,000 km. -fS-) Some Military Sea Transport Ships 
	Other possibilities are auroral ioniza(MSTS) USNS Valdez and USNS Robinson were 
	tion, magnetic channeling (for VHF), converted for SIGINT use and manned by Naval 
	SECRET1/l~OFORN/IX1, X&-Page 35 
	. . ---·· -------· -----
	SECRETH~IOFORNl.'X1, XG-
	Security Group and Army Security Agency operators. Along with the USS Liberty, the ships were used to cover Soviet ESV operations associated with the Soviet Space Event Suppo1i Ships (SSESS) offthe coast ofAfrica. One ofthese ships intercepted telemetry from the re-entiy phase of a Soviet ESV manned by Cosmonaut Titov in 1961.
	tS:) In 1963 the U.S. Advanced Missile Range Instrumentation Ship (ARJS) USS Timberhitch, provided with temporary equipment shelters and manned by ASA personnel, operated until the Robinson returned to the Pacific area in mid1963. Thus began a long stretch ofusing U.S. mis
	sile test range ships for collection of telemetry and other types of missile intelligence collection. JCS called this the ELEVENTH FATHOM program. 
	-fS1 These ships were soon replaced by the Arnold and the Vandenberg ARIS ships. The USN also outfitted four destroyer escorts (the 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 
	platforms an rep ace the Destroyer Escort ships that had been doing limited RADINT collection against Soviet Pacific ocean missile test firings.
	f81 Since all of the signals used for Soviet telemetry transmission were "line-of-sight" signals, U.S.-sponsored ground-or sea-based sites were not entirely able to collect the critical launch phase telemetry from missile and space launches, or later the re-entry/impact telemetry from missiles. Typically, aircraft collection was needed for the "first stage" and the "reentry" phases, and radar or infrared data were also necessary to obtain the full information needed by U.S. intelligence customers, partic
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	{U/IFOUO) Fig. 29. An 5HF tl'iickir,9 ;Jntenni/ th;Jt w;Js piirl ofthe equipment inst;Jl/ecJ on the Vii/cJez 
	SECRETONOFORN//X1, XS... 
	--&Fig. 30. Two RA5TA5 (the 5ylvani,1-EDL pro;ect n<1me) wtenn,1 systems, one ofwhich w,1s insfalled on the ill-f.ited USS Liberty · 
	E&) The "line-of-sight" limitations of groundor sea-based collection platforms drove the requirement for airborne collection. Several platforms were configured for telemet1y collection, but successful collection usually depended on COMINT warning of missile and satellite launch activity that indicated when to fly the aircraft. Inrece~ion of U.S. encrypted broadcasts
	giving the status of Soviet launches often allowed these airborne platforms to be at the right place at the right time. 
	~) Some of the early efforts included Navy P4M and P2V aircraft, which had two propeller and twojet engines ,..,~th tailored equipment configurations. The first ofthese flew in 1957-
	vas a SAC EB-47E(TT), also called • flying from Adana, Turkey, along e o'\A~t-ranian border; and by the early 1960s had signal recognizers for the VHF PPM/Arvl signals and for the Soviet missile tracking radars which contained a transponded signal from the missile to give the Soviets more accurate trajecto1y information. Th"'1--htform 
	flew primarily against TTMTR events and had a restricted flight path since it was a "bomber" aircraft and was carefully IJIOIJi ored bv the Soviets. 
	A] . h "d 6 • • . ft fl
	so m t e m1 -19 os, _• 1rcra ew from Wheelus AB in Libya against re-entry of Soviet manned space flights and from Hickam· AFB in Hawaii and Wake Island against Soviet ICBM re-entiies in the Pacific Ocean. One of the 
	SECRETMNOFORNm(1, X6-Page 37 
	aircraft crashed while landing at the Pent~eper at DDR&E, since the na, Turkey, because of U.S. NaV)-ircraft was just coming into the inventory with similar characteristics. '
	fStThe EB-47s had a limited technical capability, e.g., the antennas were on only one side of the aircraft, they had altitude limitations, and they had to fly conservative fli ht rofiles alon 
	~border. In general • • -did not often collect any ear y 'First Stage powered flight tclemet1y from TfMTR A proposal to replace the EB-47►.IIIIII vith a re-engined RB57F that could fly at
	•i°nc1~eased altitude came from the Air Force in 
	-
	1965 bul was turned down by Dr. Eugene Fubini, 
	• I 
	~ By • • RB57F had improved en a titudes up to 60,000 feet, ni pilots, and was codenam ASA and contractors provi and telemetry processing. (The government of Pakistan required that these aircraft be flovm by Pakistani pilots, which added another variable to the collection efforts.) This platform had 1 MHz bandwidth recording tapes. One ofthe aircraft, as well as the 
	U.S. crew, was lost on a flight from Adana in 1966, 
	SECRETNNOFORNrlX1, XS-
	possibly when the pilot's oxygen supply failed. The telemetry collection missions were not well loved by the pilot and navigator/equipment "operator" since they had to stay on pure oxygen 
	ffl-) Navy A3D SEAHRlNE/FARMTEAM aircraft flew from Adana and Peshawar. Still later, in the early 1960s Navy EA3B SEABRINE aircraft would fly in the Atlantic and Pacific areas, again manned by ASA SIGINT operators impervised by a Navy "evaluator." ASA called the effort FARM TEAM. All flights from Pakistan ceased during and after the 1965 war beh-veen Pakistan and 
	I 
	I (U) \ll!ry Spl!cia/ lifforts 
	-{S}. Another technique tried was to 
	launch piggy-back satellites on U.S. 
	space launches; one called SIVET 
	(named after pioneer collector Charles Tevis -SIVET being Tevis spelled backwards) to see if telemetry could be at least recognized and recorded on 50 kHz band½'idth (the maximum then available on these packages) recordings and · relayed back to the U.S. in order to "ver
	1.4(c) 
	1.4(c) 
	-tS-) Engineers considered using missiles or gun-launched projectiles launched from Turkey to produce cesium clouds that could possibly reflect telemetry from KYlYITR firings. This plan (Project BROADBENT) was never implemented because of the political considerations of firing a missile (albeit vertically) close to the USSR. Several other fonns of "unusual" signal propagation modes were studied and tested. Nate Gerson in R/D at NSA did many of these studies."
	(UIIFOl/0) F;g. 33. The antenna and payload were 
	inst,11/ed in the fotmet bomb bay. The N,1vy and ASA 
	operated the equipment, supported by5ylvani:i-EDL. 
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	(U) An NSA Plan "4'me,·ges 
	-effl During early 1960 production organizations (ptimmily COSA and GENS) started reviewing intelligence requirements and making longer range collection plans. It soon became apparent other NSA elements and skills were required to develop a comprehensive plan. NSA adopted the usual solution to a complex management and t~chnical problem -form a committee, in this ens£' the Spare Surveillance SIGINT Planning Board (SSSPB). The committee approach was NSA's first large effort at an across-the-board, end-Lo-en
	tfij Although compiling an overaU plan today sounds as ifit should have been an obvious move, rememQer that until NSA was faced '"'ith this new form ofSIGINT it had been relatively easy to just "add-on" to conventional COMII'\'T, mostly HF, and ELINT conventional sites/systems as new signal types emerged. 
	i8:) The study was chaired by Guy Stephens. 
	Group members included Walter G. Dee~ de )ll • director for information security);• : • • soon to be appointed chiefofR6, the• 
	ce o ACOL Management, which would implement the new :stems recommended by the study); • • : • • already responsible for the BANKHF..AD I and II systems); Melville .J. Boucher from GENS (later a key manager in the Grou A n ·ssile/space organization); and 
	• : • nd Thomas Dewey from R/D, i~t o w mm ater developed processing systems for missile/space telemetry applications. 
	--fB-)-The SSSPB completed a draft plan in May 1961 and in December n new office -R6 -was formed in R&D. The original title was to be the Office.~ ofSPACOL Management, but was changed to "Office of Special Program Management" to prote<.'t the word SPACOL, considered CONFIDENTIAL in the early years. The new office was 
	~ The U.S. intelligence objectives (included in the SSSPB study) against space targets for the mid-1960s were as follows: 
	First priority -Scniet acth·itics in and relating to space which conll·ihutc significuntly to. m· arc indicatin• of. Soviet military capabilities. 
	Second Priority -So,ict ex1>loitatinn of space for scientific and psychological purposed to include 
	-tS-) The requirements were straightfonvard, but the USAF and NORAD (North American Air Defense Command, today part ofthe USAF Space Command) imposed a timeliness requirement on analysis and rep01ting of some of the data that was in many cases impossible to meet, given the state ofthe art in signal tracking, telemetry analysis and communications at that time. These requirements, however, drove the system design to do as much processing and reporting as possible at the point of intercept.
	~ Ai1other problem in getting the program staited was posed by the DoD resource manager, 
	SECRET//NOFORNt/X1, XS-
	Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering -DDR&E-Dr. Eugene Fubini. Only after many reVlews and questions did he approve the approach but stipulated that NSA could have a total of only $40M instead ofthe approximately $8oM estimated in the draft plan. Based on the fiscal "guidance" from DI'. Fubini, the ''final" SSS Technical Development Plan (TOP) was completed in September 1962; and he released the funding for the program that October/<• 
	E51 Now approved and funded, the TOP called for establishing a BANKHEAD Ill (soon to he called HIPPODROM ~ 
	eep space te cmetry system at Asmara, Ethiopia. BANKHEAD III and STONEHOUSE were to be operated by the Army Security Agency, since they already had fi eld stations in those locations. Planning was deferred for the BANKHEAD JV system planned for Alaska. As it happened, the planned second and third STONEHOUSE sites were not funded at this point (and in fact never 
	1.4(c)
	got funded or built). Contracts for and STONEHOUSE were in place in 1963 and for BANKHEAD Ill by early 1964. 
	1.4(c) 1.4(c) 
	1.4(c) 
	Both goals were met, includmg an 1mtia operating capability in early 1965. The BANKHEAD III (HIPPODROME) system ended up costing over $7 million; STONEHOUSE cost over $8 million. Each of the U.S.-managed sites was expected to require about 100 people to operate, including several contract technical and engineering representatives, an
	•
	1.4(c)' •
	NSA ·•ex e1t" telemet -v · n • · 1.4(c) 
	(U) lmpleme11/(ltim1 
	(U//FOUO) Fortunately, in parallel '"';th development of the TDP, NSA R&D had EDL complete a design approach for "example" missile and satellite SPACOL sites. EDL was uniquely qualified to do thisstudy because they were one of the few industrial organizations involved in processing and analyzing Soviet missile and space telemetry at that time and had built many of the existing collection equipment configurations already in tbe Geld. 
	was soon joined TSAF, who became manager. 
	1.4(c) 
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	EG:) In parallel with the EDL "BANKHEAD" study was one called STONEBANKS being done by Western Development Laboratories (WDL) on collection against "deep space" probes. This system required significantly larger antenna sizes and different equipment configurations for use against Soviet planetary signals and distance targets. 
	ESJ One major change from the SSS TDP was the d~.w.:~ that a 150-foot dish system,
	• • • • I
	called • • would have to be added to the
	1 
	origina y p anne 85-foot antenna at STONEHOUSE in order to have enough antenna gain to receive the Soviet lunar deep space signal at 183 MHz as the probes arrived at Mars (the Soviet ZOND probes) or at the moon (the Soviet Lunik 
	robes . 
	-fS-) The additional two contemplated STONEHOUSE facilities were Ieted bu 
	T ese were used in later years part time to obtain a portion of the data that would have been 
	obtained by the other STONEHOUSE-type facilities. 
	--f5}-A new site, at a nearby hilltop location close to the main compound at ASA Field Station Sinop, was selected for the BANKHEAD III facility, and given the name HIPPODROME. The initial installation was completed in 1966. The 
	(L///FOVO) Fig. 36. (left) The STONEHOUSE site ciuring syrtem inst;il/;ition. (f.J/IFOVO) Fig. 37. The completed facility in 1965 
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	f() Fig. 39. "Block d1~9r,1m· ofthe BANK.HEAD Ill system showing the breqkdown ofthe antenna frequency r<1nges qncJ other functions performeci by the system 
	(U) Collection Operations Com·di,wtion 
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	formed as A41 in 1963 based on a plan distributed in August of 1962. The plan called for fewer than twenty "high speed" (100 words/minute) OPSCOMM circuits, and estimated a Iola! initial cost, including construction, of less than $2fi0,ooo, a rather modest beginning. The watch center was to be supported by a "SlGTRACK'' ephemeris-processing center to process special tracking data. S!'vlAC ended up with OPSCOlVIiV!s to sixteen collection facilities nnd customers."
	-f5t In late 1963 CIA formed the Foreign Missile and Space Analysis Center (FMSAC) to pull together CIA coordination of collection and analysis/interpretation of data concerning missiles and space. Carl E. Duckett, a missile expert previously at Redstone Arsenal, was named first director. FMSAC was disestublished in 1973 when its analytic functions were merged into the Office ofScientific Intelligence (OSI) at CIA."'> 
	WAlso in lute 1963, DoD senior officials felt that fmther improvements were needed within the department for management and coordination of foreign telemetry collection and processing. On 25 September Roswell Gilpatric, depuly secretary of defense, tasked Dr. Eugene G. Fubini, assistant secretary of defense for DR&E, and DlA director Lieutennnt Geneml .Joseph r. Carroll, USAF, jointly to review DoD management of missile and space intelligence acti\~ties, with DoD Directive as a reference. 
	ts-, Gilpatric had previously discussed this topic \,ith DCI .John McCone, who sent a letter back to Secretnry of Defense Robert S. McNamara on Nov<:'mber 26. 1963, noling he had already fornwd Fi\·15AC, to lrnve p1imc1ry responsibility for all-suuree colhtlion aml analysis of Soviet missile and spare firings. McCone noted that the formation of F~ISAC could present an opport11nity for it to become the U.S. tasking authority for U.S. collection resources. 
	W On 19 December 196J, Dr. Fubini replied to the deputy director of Central Intelligence that 
	-fSi The DoD study, completed on 20 February 1964, recommended that the secrctaiy ofdefense establish a Defense SMAC organization that comAlso at that time. Don Borrmann, assigned to the Intelligence Community Staff, became aware of the formation of CIA's FMSAC and recommended to the NSA Deputy Director for Operations (then Major General ,John J. Davis, USA) that NSA form a FMSAC-like organization to coordinate DoD missile and space collection assets. 13orrmann and Colonel Max Mitchell, USAF, from . DIA 
	CS) Fig. 40. The ·wqtch center· .Jte;J in c1r.::;i 1966 
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	fSt Dt'fense/SiVIAC was fanned under DoD Dirt·cti\'e S-5I00-43 dalecl April 27, 1964, "Defense Special Missile ,rnd Astronautics C<' nter" vVith "intt•lligencc" reporting r0.sponsibililil's (as opposed lo SIG INT "infornwtion'' reporting ctone by NSA). Dli\ nssigncd twrnty-thrce bil\('ls to tlw urg.inizalion. NSA assignt>d eighty-one. 
	&. F!:J. 41 The nc{,_•n;c/.SMr ',C· trJ.::/.:ing· arc.J, some oftl,c OPSCOM;\15 to NORAD .me/ to sornc o(the .:o!lcct1on ~,ks (1966) 
	+:;; rrg. •f.~..,· The UNIVAC 4YC.111 the h.1;cmcnt o(NSA t/1,1t w,1s 
	1.4(c)
	~,t11cr:ite 
	most of which were already filled by previously established NSA SMAC and '·SIGTRACIC contingents. Charles C. Tevis from NSA was named ciirector, and Colonel Max Mitchell, USAF, from DIA was appointed deputy director a few months latc'L Charles L Gordon was named chief of the 
	A41 (SMAC Division) that prO\ided the NSA people and administrnti\'C arrangements on behalfof NSA?' 
	fS-) Key functions and responsibilities described in the DoD Directive were as follows: 
	I. TWl'lll~-fo111·-ho11r ,unl'ill:t11CT ..r r ..,. l•ign mi!-.sik and ,pal"l' al'lh itil'!-s 
	:!. Taskini.; and ll'l:hnil·al conln,l or all l)r,l) inlt•lliHl'IH'l' cullt•cli1111 :u·li, iii<-, 
	c..lircc..·tecl a~;lin!--.l fort.'ign 111i,,ih..· and 
	sp:1l'l' al'lh itic... 
	;i. "l\•d111iL•;,I .,upp111·t. i11d11d i11~ tip-off. lo all l>ol> 111i,-,sile and ,pan· intdli~l'll("l' colll•dion aclh ilil'-" ancl lo a ....,i...1 tlll'm in lhl' pl•1·fornw1wl' ofllll'ir r<',-,pl·d i, ,. 111i, 
	~io11., 
	-+· (.'111-r,·nt ,1mtl~·,-,i,-, and n·p11rlinh 111° f111•ei~n m and "pan• •., ,•11h h:i,l'cl o n data c-olh·,·L<'rl I,~ f\1111 missile and <,pat'l' intdli).\l·111..-coll,·c· tion a<:ti,iti,·, ,1111I n:n·i,,·d :i i Dcfcns l'/ S:\1.-\ C up In -:! l11>111·~ afh•r· 
	thl' ,:, l'IJ(:i~ 
	(U/ /FOUO) I.ieutena nt General ,Joseph F. Carroll, USAF, signing as director, DIA, with Lieutenant General Gurdon A. Blake, USAF, signing for NSA, promulgated an implementing JVlemora ndum of Understanding on May 29, 1964, putting Dcfrnsl'/SMAC (later to be abbreviated DEFSMAC) in business. Charles C. Tevis. the first
	---JnJp1occ<5 'tr.1et..1n9· dcJti/ c:ollcc:tc,i b,v 
	ciirector of Defense/Sl\:JAC -which 
	he v.1riou~ SIC/NT loc1tic>tJ.> (1966) 
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	ties of interest. Defense/SMAC would notify SIGINT facilities at those locations via OPSCOMMs of information to be broadcast, and the HFtransmitters at those locations would send the information in coded messages every ten minutes, alternating between various transmitting siLes. Defense/SMAC had codcnamcs for each; overall they were the 
	-t'57 Fi:;. 43. Summ.~ry o(the methoc/olo9y usec/ by Dcfensc/SMAC when it was formed 
	officially began operations on ,June 1, 1964 -(U//FOUO) In the summer of 1964, in order promulgated the specific implementation plan for to improve the knowledge of key NSA and ClA the Center on 4 June 1964.==managers on the capabilities of each other's collection efforts Dr Wheelon, DDS&T al CIA' 
	1.4(c) 
	He tookfflff§f ~ 
	Duckett, head of FMSAC; Major General John Davis, USA, NSA Deputy Director of Production; ,Joe Amato, from NSA's A Group; and Charlie Tevis, director of Defense/SMAC, for a world\'.-ide tour oftelemetry collection facilities sponsored by both agencies. 
	(5) Fig. 44. FOXTROTbto;Jc/c;i5t loc;itions 
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	-f€-) In June 1965 NSA produced a comprehensive Space STGINT Colleclion Plan based largely on the SSS TDP and the Defense/SMAC Implementation Plan. It was also clerivec.l from the current United Stales Intelligence Board Guided Missile and Astronautics Intelligence Committee (GMAIC) requirements, and took into account soon-to-be-operational SPACOL systems. The plan included specific requirements for pas:;ive tracking accuracy for the SPACOLsystems. The plan drove the accuracy requirements for the next sev
	rocessing (callrd 
	rejects) for sevcrn BANKHEAD systems and STONEHOUSE in the late 196os.=s 
	(l ·) ('/ . \ w1d 1>11!> .\dtl Collt•clion 11/' \ ·u,-ir111s 'l'!Jfl<'S 
	E-53-ClA was also very active in telemett)' collection. The TACKSMAN I site in Iran continued to expand. By now, the Office of 
	fSJ For more complete coverage on Soviet space probes, where mission objectives normally were known (Mars, Venus, or the moon), several radio research stations were often requested Lo provide data. These faciliLies were the 
	~) Fig. 46. The TACKSMAN II facility This site was much clo.ser to Tymat.:im, .:ind .:ilso to 5.:iry Sh.:igc1n, where the Soviets began testing ;wtibc1/listic missile intercepfoi-s. 
	45. 'fAO.SMAN I 6cility, 1nclwJin9 the Shi1h's summer · r.1/.1.:c In 1'J(ul CIA c~t.c,Jilishe,{ .mother :;ite in /r,m, ca/leq TACKS • ,~lt\N II , Jl,o c~taN,,he,i ,15 J cl::incfestinc site). on a remote moun t.1intop IJCJr K..1pk::in, lti/n. 
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	Navy facilities were used to look for El.I NT and telemetry signals th.it might he reflected from the moon, or ..moon bounce.. searches, the t>fforls were called PAMOR, an 
	,1aony111 for ··passive moon reflections." 
	( I ) ( )fh<'I" hll'l'iy11 l/i-;silc. SJJu,·,· Tec/r11in,/ /11lt'//i111·1w<' .'-0111·t·t•s 
	~ Fi::J-4-7. The Diy.ub.-,kir R..1'1Jr ~cildy. Thc•:;c r<1,/.7!" wen· tems, initially operated by the USAF 
	t<1rgetec/ pnm<1rily ,1t the KYM TR m1s,ilc l:iurii.::hc, and 
	Security Service and tasl,ed by NORAD, provided NORAD with essential information on foreign missile nnd space activity, and nlso was nn important acljunct to Defense/ SMAC on many events, particularly missile test tirings. Fixed beam fPS-17 radar was loc,1ted near Diyarbakir, Turkey, in 1956 and was followed by an eighty-five-foot 
	dish FPS-79 tracking radar in 1964. The FPS-17. in addition to its initial mission to surveil missile launches from KYI\·1TR, c·nme to provide derivation of missile trnic:'etories, idt•nIific:a lion of earth s,1tellitc1 lm111ches. calculation of s;1tellite ephemeris (position and orhit). am\ s_rnllies1s of boosler roekl't pnfornrn11ce.=Similarly, lhl'rl' was an FPS-17 installed in l<J.Sl) and a latf'r a sixt~·-foot anten11<1 FPS-80 radnr at Shcmya, Al.1sk;1, in 1961. Till' Shcmya rntlnrs t·m·ered TrIVITR m
	. P;iye 46 
	satellite f.1unche~ fl'om TTA·I TR 
	~) from time lo time the TRADEX rad;ir on Roi Namur, normally used to track U.S. missiles test fired from Vandenberg AFH into the Pacific test range, wc1s used against So\'iel missiles fi red into the Pacific. Also, the ARIS ships Arnold and 
	( U//FOL/0) Fig. 48. FPS 17 Jnc/ FPS 80 .1i Sh:::ny.3 The respons1bili{y for oper.1ting thest.' radars wJ·; tr:ins~rrt•cf ftVm USAF55 to the An Defcn,e Comm:Jn<i (APO. partofNORAf'. in 1962. 
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	(u.> Fl<j .f.9. The VSNS Hoyt S V..mdcnbcrg ARIS during a "norm;J/· cruise 
	Va nde11hcrg had radar tracking capability and were deployed against Kamchatka and Pacific Ocean firings. At times the BMEWS radars at Cleur, Alaska, and Thule, Greenland, provided data on TTMTR launches. Further, the Space Defense Center radars at Flyingsdi'lle\, Moor, England; the FPS-85 at Moorslown, New ,Jersey; and the USAF Eastern Test Range radars at Trinidad, West Indies, and on Antigua, Canaiy Islands, were often helpful in locating and tracking Soviet satellites during their early orbitsY
	~ Systems to exploit over-the-horizon HF rndar reflection data, giving missile trajectory information from · Soviet missiles were also developed. These used both ••forward-scatter" and '·back-scatter·· radar reflections. ASA operated stations in Peshawar Anbr..1, and Adak called the 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 
	system, to collect missile relleetions from Soviet tracking radars. The USAF had a "fo1ward scatter" system that transmitted HF signals from Okinawa and the Philippines and had signal receiving stations .1t San Paulo, Spain; San Vito, Italy; Aviano, Italy; Foggia, Italy; and Salonika. 
	I_;-,· ......... 
	i~~-.' l ' 
	. t . , 
	"' 
	(i 
	(l/J Fig. 50. The V,1n.:/enber9 ARIS c/uring a Pacific storm in 1967 
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	I 
	~ The results from these HF ,;radar" systems were not always usable by Defense/SMAC ih the early years because trajectory tracking results were often not available within a seventy-two-hour reporting deadline. But the data and repo1ts were used by NSA and other organizations in long-term missile assessment reports. 
	fB) Another source of data used for long-term missile analysis in the early 1960s was the ACOUSTINT data collected by ASA from Sinop and Ankara; Meshed and Teheran, Iran; Peshawar and Lahore, Pakistan; Chitose, ,Japan; and Taegu, 
	(U) llow About 'J'/wse Uplinks? 
	~ Soviet uplink data were needed by the U.S. intelligence community to understand both missile 
	(U//FOVO) _. .,. 
	,...
	1a1,,
	·->·./ ._ 
	i/5 origin;il/y fnst.:ifled in the m;iin oper.:itions compo,mq <1t Sinop 
	(and later) satellite systems and to better understand downlink telemetry, which usually reflected the uplink commands. One of the earliest attempts at uplink collection was performed by Lewis Franklin and Robe1t Phillips from Sylvania-EDL in early 1960, working from a C-130 aircraft with SHF radar modified to act as a signal collection antenna. The C-130 was deployed to the Pacific Ocean impact area for Soviet ICBM tests and where it was suspected that Soviet ships deployed to the area had a command "upli
	~) In a continuing effort to learn more about Soviet command uplinks to its satellites and space probes, the Command Link Intercept Program (CUP) ·was established to use aircraft to look for round facili at Sino 
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	~ The U.S. Navy A3D aircraft often flew missions looking for uplinks (these were called BUSY SIGNAL when flown as CLIP missions in the Pacific). Much ofthis early work was sponsored primarily by the Army, which had the IRBM defensive mission in DoD, in order to get IRBM data that could be used to design U.S. defensive measures. The Army was supported by the Navy, which had aircraft that could pe1form the required collection flight 
	(U) Critical Results 
	(U) fn 1961 Dr. "Bud" Wheelon and Sidney Graybeal stated: 
	In point of fact, the telemetry contains 
	most of the information the Sodet engi
	neers themselves get from a shot. Our 
	e.,qJloitation ofthis unique som·cc. howev
	er, is less eCficient than the Soviet hcc!msc, 
	first. we do not know which measurement 
	is assigned to which channel, second, we 
	do not h.ivc the calibration or absolute val
	ues of readings on the scvc1·al channels, 
	and third, we do not intercept transmis
	sions covering the entire flight because of 
	radio lih!llions. Painstaking kch
	nical analysis has gradually solved many 
	facets of the channel identification proh
	lerns and making cncour.1ging progress on calihralion. 
	fS3 During the 1957-1960 "Missile Gap'' controversy in American politics about the balance of power in missiles between the U.S. and the Soviet Union, telemehy played a key role in determining if the Soviet Union was outstripping the U.S. in development and deployment of intercontinental ballistic missiles. The Director of Central Intelligence convened an Ad Hoc Panel on the Soviet ICBM Program. The "Hyland Panel" included Dr. Lmvrence Hyland of Hughes Aircraft, Albert 
	-f&) A U-2 aircraft, accompanied by an Air Force RB-57D Canberra, provided electronic intelligence to help solve the "Missile Gap" dilemma. Their flight along the Soviet-Iranian border achieved the first telemetry intercepts from a Soviet ICBM during first-stage flight, eighty seconds after launch.' 
	fS:) These panels provided evaluations of data that led to the resolution of this controversy, primarily on the basis of the SIGINT/ TELINT detection of test firings and results at a lower rate than would be expected for a crash program, and the lack of evidence of extensive operational locations for any deployed ICBMs, specifically the first generation SS-6.
	-fS-j After combining intercepts \vith valuable information contributed by the West's agent-inplace Lieutenant Colonel Oleg Penkovskiy, it was concluded that the Soviets had deployed a total of only four SS-6 ICBMs. Telemetry analysis, and the analysis of the Soviet ICBM test launch program, indicated that the Soviets were still in a development and testing phase for their ICBMs in 1960, and thus probably had not embarked on the C"-1:ensive deployment phase that some intelligence analysts had projected 
	fSt In a similar way, during the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962, telemetry provided significant assistance to the president and the crisis management team, albeit in a less direct way than in the ''Missile Gap" situation. Charles Tevis from NSA was one of the first experts called to the Navy Yard to assist in evaluating photographic information from U-2 flights. Telemetry analysis was able to provide performance characteristics on the SS-4 MRBM and 
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	SS-5 IRBM missiles that gave the U.S. high confidence in its knowledge ofthe range and accuracy of those 
	(V) Sumnm,•y ,ift/1e 1960s 
	ffi In the early 1960s, NSA, other DoD components, and CIA took strides to improve intelligence information sources, particularly telemetry collection and analysis, and to coordinate those assets in order to get the maximum information from telemetry from Soviet, and later PRC, missile and space development efforts. The establishment in 1962 ofNSA R6 to implement Phase I ofthe broad study ofSoviet/PRC missile and space targets was a key management and systems development action by NSA. The formation of SM
	(V) /,cssons /.cm•ned in tire Em•ly 1960s 
	(U//FOUO) Some of the most important "lessons learned" from the U.S. efforts to gain knowledge offoreign (primarily Soviet) missile and space activities in the early 1960s were these: 
	(U//FOUO) Lesson 1: When faced with a highly technical and complex problem, form an organization that has the technical competence and the charter to address at least a large part of the problem, a "lesson" repeated from the 1950s. This author believes NSA did this when the Agency formed the R6 Office ofSpecial Programs with sufficient funding and with the flexibility to assign the right people to this effort, and then directed that all other necessary NSA and Service Cryptologic Agency elements support
	(U//FOUO) R6 was given an internal staff of budgeting, accounting, scheduling, logistics plan
	ning and documentation specialists; a first for projects in NSA at that time. 
	(U//FOUO) This ..lesson" was also applied by DoD, DIA, and NSA with the formation of the Defense Special Missile and Astronautics Center (Defense/SMAC) in 1964 to provide operational control and guidance to SIGINT and non-SIGINT collectors and early reporting on collection and field analysis results. 
	(U//FOUO) In a similar vein, CIA formed the Foreign Missile and Space Analysis Center (FMSAC) to bring together all-source analysis of foreign missile/space intelligence targets and also provide guidance to the CIA unique collection resources against those targets. 
	(U//FOUO) Lesson 2: -In planning and implementing systems to be operated by an organi?.ation different than the one which develops it, and where the data are to be used by different organizations, involve those organizations in the planning and implementation phase ofthe effort. This was done by the NSA R6 organization to the maximum extent possible, and supported bythe NSA PROD and ASA organizations to a significant degree. Both PROD and USASA assigned individuals either full time or part time to R6. CIA 
	(U//FOUO) Lesson 3: Telemetry analysis results can often help resolve U.S. national crises. This was seen in both the "Missile Gap,, controversy of 1960 and the "Cuban Missile Crisis" in 1962. Telemetry analysis provided great confidence on the U.S. knowledge of the MRBM performance characteristics and capabilities during the Cuban Missile Crisis. The contributions of the budding 
	U.S. TELINT capabilities during these crises went a long way to sustaining an aggressive U.S. and partnership collection program during the next few decades. 
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	~ Table 2-2 Significant TELINT Events for the Early 1960s Year Activity/Event 
	1960 Initial NSA (~ROD) study ofSIGINT requirements against foreign space targets 1961 NSA established the Space Surveillance SIGINT Planning Board (SSSPB) DoD/DDR&E approval obtained for SPACOL program NSA R6,0ffice of Special Program Management, formed and implemented 
	to E-Systems 
	Defense/SMAC formed by NSA and DIA TACKSMAN II established by CIA 
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	(U) Chapter 3 The Major Systen1.s and Early Results (Late 1960s) 
	(U) Expcmcling the l'huse I Sl'ACOL System -f€,-The system to be located on Shcmya was codenamed ANDERS (called HARDBALL I by 
	(U//FOUO) It was apparent by early 1965 that EDL), and t~replace BANKHEAD II at BANKHEAD I and IT were not going to fully meet Chitose was-(called HARDBALL II by their original operational goals. The equipment in EDL). Sylvania-EDL was awarded a sole-source manycases was not completelysuitable for the miscontract in 1966 based on refinements to their sion (since it had been designed for U.S. space vehiunsolicited proposal. This author became the R6 cle telemetry collection); much of the equipment, particu
	(U//FOUO) \'\711ilc this study was being evaluated, SylvaniaEDL submitted an unsolicited proposal to USASA describing replacing BANKHEAD II in Japan and the ESGM system at Shemya, Alaska ,,rith systems 
	-ff) Fig. 52. The HARDBALL (ANDE~ystems eluting fin;1I testing at the Sylvania--EDL Mount<1in View, G4, fitcility. CJ·ah<1m A. C1qnc/e w,1s the 
	and ASA agree that this was a 
	Sylvani<1 program m<1n<1ger <incl fater ioinec/ NSA <1s <1 senior m,3ni/ger. The
	cost-effective and timely solution 
	thircJ r;idome cont;iinec/ the HARDBALL Ill very <1ccur;ite monopulse p;issive
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	{V) Fig. 53. Artist's concept ofANDERS 
	(VIIFOVO) Fig. 54. The ANDERS ;:mtenni1 sy.;tem 
	ciuring installation at 
	5hemyi1 t,1ken from the 
	;,ntenna c;J/ibt;Jfion tower 
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	(UI/FOUO) Fig. 55. The completec/ ANDERS fdcility. Gipti¾in R.obert E. B;iker, USA, eventuql/y to become :m N5A senior executive, Wi¾S the oper;i tions officer ;it Shemya c/uring the ANDERS insti¾f/;1tion ;inc/ later bec;ime the maintenance officer;it
	(-::\ ~~;: . 
	:::. ~\, .; . "•~.' 
	(UIIFOUO) Fig. 56. The CHAOS system which w:is instalfeci by L/5ASA on 5hemya to provitJe cover;J9e while the ESCM Llpgtacie system w<15 de -installed ,me/ ANDERS wi¾s being installed in 1967. 
	(U) Fig. 57. Artist's concepto~ 
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	(U) NSA and Defense/Sil-TAC Progress 
	{e, In late 1965 the Office of the Secretary of Defense conducted an "inspection" of Defense/SMAC to determine how effectively NSA was carrying out the DoD directive that established the center. At that time all of the operations elements ofDefense/ SMAC at NSA had been administratively centralized in the A4 organization, called 
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	(VIIFO!/O) Fig, 58. Model ofthe two ~ntenna systems and the ope;ation building 
	faAfter war between India and Pakistan broke .out in late 1965, and U.S.-Pakistani relations deteriorated, it was becoming apparent that the USAFSS tenure in Pakistan was limited, and no plans were made to upgrade the BANKHEAD I system. \.\'bile the loss of BANKHEAD I would reduce coverage ofSoviet and PRC missile and satellite activity, other collectors, particularly TACKSMAN II, filled in much ofthe loss.' 
	{l/) Fig. 59. Complete~ in-t:il/,1tion in 1967 
	I. 
	SECRETl/~IOFORW,t}(1,-X6 
	the Office ofAdvanced Wea onry and Astronautics and headed by• he component that directly supported the NSA component was designated the A41 Division under Charles L. Gordon. A41 had over seventy full-time people assigned to the Defense/SMAC mission and had control of over twenty full-time or call-u OPSCOMMs. OPSCOMMs included one to a ' 
	fS") Soviet missile and space activities were already at a significant level by 1965. Soviet missile/space events during 1965 included twenty-four ICBMs launched to Kamchatka and two to the Pacific Ocean; twenty-three ESVs, including the first Molniya communications satellite; a manned (VOSKHOD II) mission; six space probes and twelve shorter range missiles. During the first nine months of 1965, Defense/SMAC produced 1,012 electrical reports and 253 possible launch alerts. It also sent over 28,000 items ov
	ts) The Tyuralam Missile Test Range (TTMTR) was conducting missile test firings of ICBMs to Kamchatka and the Pacific ocean; training firings of operational SRBMs, tvIRBMs, and IRBMs by the Soviet Rocket Forces to Kamchatka; launching manned and communications satellites; and launching Mars, Lunar and Venus space probes. The Kapustin Yar Missile Test Range (KYMTR) was launching SRBMs, 1,000-nm MRBMs, 2,000-nm IR13Ms, some SA.Ms, and some single and multi-
	-fS.) The Sary Shagan Missile Test Range 
	(SSMTR) was testing antimissile missiles, strategic SAMs (e.g., SA-5), and associated radar tracking systems. The Vladimirovka Advanced Weapons and Research Complex (VAWARC) tested air-toair, air-to-ground, and surface-to-surface cruise missiles. The VAWARC included the Caspian Sea Special Test Range (CSSTR) that tested air-to-surface missiles for the Soviet naval forces. The Vladimirovka Lake Balkhash Test Range (VLBTR) (now considered part ofVAWARC) conducted surface-to-surface cruise missile tests. Th
	E&) NSA now often obtained Soviet missile and satellite tracking data in near real time. In addition to this, and later with near real-time passive tracking data from the SPACOL assets, NSA contributed significantly to NORAD's ability to determine if there was a threat from any of the events, as .veil as reconstructing the trajectory/orbits of Soviet missiles/satellites. 
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	( l.l) Mc,jm· Grouncl-llasccl Collectio11 Systems 
	ES, The ten-year lease for lhe site in Peshawar expired in 1968 and was not rene·wed by Pakistan; Peshawar was evacuated and closed by 1970. Some of the SEABRlNE and ~irborne operations continued from A~unately, the CIA TACKSMAJ.~ sites in Iran were in operation by that time, and along \"'1th the soon-to-be activated RAINFALL system, could replace much of the Soviet telemetry collection then being done by BANKHEA.D 
	(U//FOUO) The maintenance and spare pa1ts problems that had beset BANKHEAD I and BANKHEAD II unfortunately continued for BANKHEAD III and STONEHOUSE. Discussions with the U.S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM) determined that they were primarily logistics problems, most of which were inherent with "one-of-akind" operational systems at overseas locations. 
	:wore and more, the original contractors for the systems were requested to provide logistic support and on-site maintenance and engineering support, particu]arly at the "short tour" (one year) site at Sinop. 
	{SJ By the end of 1967 ~oth, R nd
	planned for JAEGE 1a 1een augmented by an additional thirty-foot tracking dish in order to assist NSA and NORAD ..,,rith early orbit determinations ESVs and extended range ICBMs fired into the Sea of .Japan or the Pacific Ocean. The new technical approach called HARDBALL III was a "broad band 2-channel monopulse" system invented b , Sylvania-EDL, and it rovided sufficient! 
	{SJ By the end of 1968 the SIGlNT Space Surveillance (SSS) "SPACOL" pJan was considered completed. R6 continued to perform system upgrades to major SPACOL systems for several years, but sv.ritched its emphasis to other major 
	seeRET/JNOFORN0X1, Xe-
	field collection and processing systems such as
	the end of the 1960s, NSA/R6 had 
	expended most of the $40,000,000 originally allocated for the SPACOL program. Table 3-1 shows this fiscal summary. 
	(U//FOUO) The completed BANKHEAD systems all had similarfeatures, butindividual components varied. Table 3-2 shows a summary of the BAJ.~KHEAD system characteristics and a rough ·'quality" evaluation that was made in 1969. 
	Over the years this platform, and its successors, produced data not available from any other source. 
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	E€tStarting in 1968, the USAF modified three EC-135 aircraft Lo be specifically configured to receive COfv1INT, ELINT, TEUNT, and optical 
	(-5tBy 1967 NSA also often used U.S. Navy large information from missiles test fired into high-gain dish facilities on an ad hoc basis forcerKamchatka or the Pacific Ocean. They had the tain high-priority collection. events. One of these called was the Naval facility 
	to collect space vehicle telemetry. and other signals being downlinked to Soviet ships in the Atlantic Ocean. The Naval Security Group participated by providing equipment operators and a communications van and operators. 
	Field analysis and reporting were 
	done by NSA personnel.K 
	f&l fn the rnid-196os the U.S. Navy A3B aircraft were repbced with SEABRINE A3D platforms in the Pacific, based at Atsugi, ,Japan, but usually flying missions from Shemya, Alaska. In the Atlnntic A-3s were based in Rota, Spain, but usually !1ew only missions from Adana, Turkey, and Peshawar. The four destrover 
	PL 86-36/50 USC 
	one of which is sho\\'n in Figure 63, and the two ARIS ships remained active. 
	1B fiy 64. COBRA H/\l..'.. I n11sstic 1ntt•lfiyc.·1Kt' ,.,,!/L··-·/;,_,,_ ./11. •.;;r r:·· t1,1//y ::-¾lied vVANDA flEI.I.E .w,-f then /.!./\ ..,JA :\·IF./-."R. l,~•f,>r,: -:.,_·. '"' -:, ~upyrJ,ics Iv the COBRA B.·'\Ll .;c)//fi:JurJti< ,, 
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	-fSt A VH (-;' telemetry colb:tion position was established on Ascension Island at the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) site and was equipped ,md manned by NSA "as-needed" by temporary learns of o~rators and signal analysts. This was called llJ•fiWt1'f't1lrnd 
	was used to obtain telemetry collection from Soviet spm:e vehic:les and plnnetary probes on their first orbit or during the injl'clion phase fur planelary probes. 
	.LSl.Early processing of telemetry data consisted primmily ofdemodulating the signal, clecommutating the telemetry and producing an analog display 
	f l l t l If I tt 1.4(c) 
	no imagination added, c.illed producing "Analogs."' 
	{8, Analogs rnuld be produced photographical1_,. h:,· clispla>'ing data 11 the face ofa CRT and then passing light-sensili\'t:' film or paper in front ofthe tuht>. Di?,ital analogs were prepared by digitizing the tt-lemt'try in a formal for computer processing ,ind then clispl.iying the data on photo recordings. In llw early 1960s up to tweh·e channels of data eould be prl'sentcd on one analog chart/scroll. Analogs \\'<.'l"l' th0 best portrayal of the data for analysis. partirnlarly to U.S. missile/space ex
	grams. 
	-f&-) The sheer volume and lime needed to pro
	duce these analogs soon exceeded the ability ofNSA and the intelligence community S&T centers to keep up with the increasing \·olume and importance of the data. NSA and Cl.A began converting data into digital form and pro\'iding computer anal_vsis wherever feasible. In .January 1962 the Digital Decommutation Facility (DDF) started operations. and in July 1965 digitizing equipment called -began operations at NSA. ~ 
	could produce both analug display out1~ 
	digital tape for further selected computer 
	ing.10 
	f&_j Field processors for specific telemet1y signals began in the mid-196os, and one of the first field uni Ls to be deployed was the P-136-t and P136-4 units in 196 
	• lo: • • 
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	were designed by 
	from NSA's telemetry processing center. (Folklore 
	~t -·==
	r •
	:,ma..... 
	m 
	' 0
	,l• 
	-ff) Fig. 65. A P 136 -, .in.:/ .J P 136 .f. tcl<!md t,1 c/emoc/ulatot in ;J r;ick layout along 1vdh the Z UkO <1n;J/og chart ,fo /;i unit (in the: !ctt ra.::k) .it the 
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	has it that ~designated units had been designed by ltill!tnd the 136 designated was developed within the C136 organization.) 
	EG3 Telemetry processing formats were initially set by the Ad Hoc Telemetry Engineering Committee (AHTEC) and later by the Astronautics and Missile Signals Engineering Group (AMSEG), both related to the Telemetry and Beacon Analysis Committee (TEBAC) chaired by NSA. Distribution of"analogs" and digital tape copies to U.S. and U.K. analysis organizations is established by TEBAC. 
	(U) Significant Collection and Analysis Results 
	~ During early operations the STONEHOUSE system collected signals from and tracked several Soviet lunar and Mars probes, and intercepted for the first time special signals from the Soviet Molniya-1 communications satellite. STONEHOUSE was also tasked to look for "moon bounce" reflections of the Sary Shagan The intelligence results ofthe STONEHOUSE (and other collectors) efforts against the Soviet Lunar probe Luna 9 in early 1966 were included in an article written by James D. Burke (a JPL scientist under 
	ocean-area" firing. fiBla1so confirmed data from Cosmos 192 and obtained additional inter
	ES} A 1969 quarterly (April -June 1969) evaluation ofJAEGER noted that 311 wideband telemetry tapes were sent from the site to NSA. These data 
	included limited reentry telemetry fromCBMs launched from TTMTR, and 
	zero-or 1t te emetry from four ESVs launched from 
	TTMTR and six from PMSC. '
	tSt By now telemetry and beaconry signal collection was showing significant progress compared to the late 1950s. Almost 20,000 "wide band" (1 MHz at 120 !PS) fourteen-track MINCOM CM-100 tapes were sent to NSA for analysis, and this was only 60 percent of what had been initially intercepted by all of the assets. Eventually 75 percent, or about 15,000, of the tapes were processed and "analogs" distributed for telemetry/beaconry analysis, much ofwhich was done under contract to companies with expertise in m
	~ By the late 1960s, a significant effort was being made to automate storage and use ofthe data needed for record keeping and collection management, collection results, and DEFSMAC or NSA reporting of collection results, paiticularly missile trajectory data. Table 3-3 summarizes some of these computer applications. 
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	,\1>1wo,. Uak 
	1963 
	1967 
	L968 
	1968 
	1969 
	1g69 
	('om1mtt.•r Nmnl" 
	UNIVAC 490/494 
	IBM360 
	NSA-built 
	IBM 7094 
	CDC 6400/6600 
	??? APD-30 IBM 360 UNIVAC 490/494 UNIVAC490/494 
	~ The late 1960s were characterized by completion and initial operations ofall of the approved nu · r round-based SP COL systems, namely, STONEHOUSE, -Dm (HIPPODROME), ANDERS, andfl[ i£f_Ly NSA and USASA. Also it was characterized by the expansion and operations of the TACKSMAN I and TACKSMAN II facilities by CIA and the fu11 operational status of Defense/SMAC. The lnte 1960.s were also marked by the addition of several airborne platforms and several ships. Table 3-4 provides highlights of significant event
	1960s. 
	( I 'I l.c•ssous l.,·u,·1w,I iu lhl' l,ul<• 1<1<,os 
	(U//FOUO) I.~-..,un 1: The Service Cryptologic Agencies Wl'l'f..' over]y optimistic that the military depmtments could provide adequate ulogistic support'' to ••fow-of-a-kind" comp]ex electronic systems like the BANKHEAD systems and STONEHOUSE. This bceame even more nppm·ent when the systems had Lo he modified almost continuously to meet evolving TELINT requirements, usually with state-
	(U//FOUO) I.l•ssnn 2: Once a plan is in existence, keep it updated. The rapid expansion of Soviet space activities in Lhe late 1960s, the approval of the initial SPACOL network, and the formation and operation ofDEFSMAC all called for a review oftelemetiy collection and data processing planning. This was accomplished in 1965, based on United States Intelligence Board requirements and the NSA Guided Missile and Astrnnautics Intelligence Committee Requirements Working Group. This plan then served as the basi
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	All airborne collection from Pakistan ccas 
	•
	PL 86-36/50
	First digitizing of telemetry began at NSA 
	SC 1966 erations. 
	1.4(c) 
	SPACOL Plan (Phase I) considered complete. First tclenwt1y collecte<l from Sary Shagan Missile Test Range. 
	BANKHEAD I (Peshawar, Pakistan) closed. C013RA BALL I started operations at Shemya, Alaska. 
	\ '11/c·, 
	1 (ll) H. D. Wagont'I', Spuce S111'U<'illunce SJGJN"f' 
	Prm1rw11 
	.:.!. (U:~r\41-SMAC Division." 
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